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Abstract 
An exigent assignment for network planners of modern mobile systems technologies like 
Long Term Evolution (LTE) is to predict the subscriber’s satisfaction during the delivery of 
services over the wireless network and their satisfaction level during journeys such as freeway 
and train journeys. There is great need for a procedure and for a simulation software tool based on 
a methodology that would assist the mobile network planners in overcoming this arduous task. 
This thesis proposes and implements a new and novel solution to the aforementioned 
problem by proposing a method of calculating a Single Figure of Merit (SFOM), which assesses 
the user’s Quality of Experience (QoE) based on the technical measure of the Quality of Service 
(QoS) reported by the network. The proposed SFOM reduces the number of metrics involved in 
calculation in comparison to the earlier QoE computation approaches. The resulting SFOM proves 
to be a good indicator of the user’s QoE with the network for the complete duration of a journey 
along pre-defined and random paths. The SFOM calculation method has been implemented as an 
addition to an open-source Matlab-based LTE System Level Simulator. 
This thesis also proposes and implements two novel special event walking models, named 
as: “Starburst Walking Model” (e.g. people gathering or leaving a sports arena) and the 
“Trainload Walking Model” (e.g. trainload of people moving from one point to another) which 
are a novel addition to the mobility management aspects of the simulator. 
Network planners can benefit from this improved simulation tool to evaluate different 
arrangements and position mobile assets, with a view to optimizing the user’s experience and 
minimizing capital costs. The work supplementing the open-source Matlab-based LTE System 
Level Simulator’s functionality was published at the following IEEE conference: 
M. W. Baig and P. J. Radcliffe, “Pragmatic Network Layouts in 3GPP 
LTE”, 2010 2nd International Conference on Information and Multimedia 
Technology (ICIMT 2010) 
Making use of the improved functional ability of the simulator, a new and novel 
methodology which facilitates comparing alternative network topologies and assigns SFOM to 
random or predefined paths in a LTE environment was published at the following IEEE 
Conference: 
M. W. Baig and P. J. Radcliffe, “Assigning a Single Figure of Merit 
(SFOM) to a Specified Path in a LTE Network”, 2011 International Conference on 
Information and Computer Networks (ICICN 2011) 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
The introduction of any new access technology in the present mobile telecommunication 
network is sure to be confronted with challenges, some of which cannot be predicted. For network 
operators, persuading technically conscious customers that the new technology is superior will 
need more than a marketing endeavour; it will need demonstrable results. The one thing that binds 
a customer to the network operator is the mobile device or user equipment. If that User Equipment 
(UE) does not perform satisfactorily in a variety of situations which matter to the subscriber, then 
without doubt good reputations will be lost, subscribers may leave, and eventually returns and 
profits will suffer. No matter how enormous the investment in the new technology, mastering the 
physics of the user equipment and its supporting network is at the heart of success. 
User expectations are high for the Long Term Evolution mobile system, commonly 
referred to as LTE. But these expectations are based on the hypothesis of a fault-less 
implementation. Therefore, LTE’s preliminary achievement will be established by the ability of 
the UE and radio infrastructure manufacturers to furnish products that agree with 3GPP standards 
and are robust enough to permit operators to launch improved services without significant 
malfunction. Device testing is indispensable, but it can also be costly and time-consuming. 
Manufacturers of new LTE products will have to make tough decisions regarding which elements 
require thorough procedures such as conformance testing and which can be safely left to testing in 
the field. The bottom line is that concession in terms of quality or absolute breakdown is 
intolerable, costing more in the long run if such problems influence thousands or even millions of 
subscribers. 
Whatever the approach adopted by manufacturers, the telecommunications testing 
industry will once again star in the role of providing the tools necessary to safeguard the colossal 
investments made by LTE equipment manufacturers so that they, in turn, can satisfy the 
requirements of their subscribers. 
1.1 LTE: Technical Brief 
Mobile communication is heading towards the 4th Generation (4G) of wireless cellular 
standard, referring to an all IP packet-switched network; Long Term Evolution (LTE) is an 
important landmark in this transition to the next generation. LTE is the long term perspective of 
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the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [1]. LTE is based on the success of High Speed 
Packet Access (HSPA) worldwide. The subscriber numbers for HSPA have been steadily 
increasing in recent years. HSPA growth is based on the uptake of mobile data services 
worldwide. As of May, 2010, HSPA has been commercially deployed by over 240 operators in 
more than 100 countries [2]. 
Table 1.1 summarises the LTE key technical parameters. The LTE Technology is 
discussed in detail in Chapter 2. From Table 1.1, we see that LTE can be operated in the FDD and 
TDD bands of UMTS. The bandwidths are defined as 1.4 MHz, 3 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz, 15 
MHz and 20 MHz. Modulation schemes that are available for LTE are QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-
QAM for the downlink where in the uplink 64-QAM is optional to support for the handset. 
Multiple access schemes for LTE include Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access 
(OFDMA) in the downlink and Single Carrier-Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) 
in the uplink. LTE supports the Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) antenna technology. 
MIMO antenna technology is essential for LTE in order to support the high data rate and 
throughput requirements. There can be a maximum of 4 antennas at the base station as defined in 
the standards of 3GPP TR 25.913 [3] and also a maximum 4 antennas at the handset, which is 
very challenging to implement. 
Table 1.1 LTE Key Parameters. 
Frequency 




Block = 180 
KHz 





















 Downlink:  QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM 
 Uplink:  QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM (optional for headset) 
Multiple 
Access 
 Downlink:  OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access) 
 Uplink:  SC-FDMA (Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access) 
MIMO 
Technology 
 Downlink:  Wide choice of MIMO configuration options for transmit diversity, spatial 
multiplexing, and cyclic delay diversity (max. 4 antennas at base station 
and handset) 
 Uplink:  Multi user collaborative MIMO 
Peak Data 
Rates 
 Downlink:  150 Mbps (UE Category 4, 2x2 MIMO, 20 MHz) 
300 Mbps (UE Category 5, 4x4 MIMO, 20 MHz) 
 Uplink:  75 Mbps (20 MHz) 
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LTE can achieve 150 Mbps peak downlink data rate with the 2x2 MIMO configurations, 
which would be represented by UE category 4. In addition, 300 Mbps peak data rate can also be 
achieved with UE category 5, which stands for a 4x4 MIMO configuration. Both values are true 
for 20 MHz operation. In the uplink, 75 Mbps peak data rate in 20 MHz operation is possible. 
Note that the peak data rates quoted from literature are theoretical values which are 
unlikely to be achieved in real life scenarios. In real networks, there are certain cell loads and 
certain radio situations which would not allow these data rates for a particular user. Nevertheless, 
peak data rates are quite useful because they provide an upper limit as to what is possible. 
LTE is poised to be a great success in the market due to the high capacity experienced by 
users and efficient bandwidth usage. 
1.2 The Role of Simulation 
The multifaceted and complex nature of modern communication technologies like LTE is 
a major inspiration for the ubiquitous use of simulations. This complexity is a result of the 
intricate architecture of the LTE system and the composite ecosystem in which this system is 
intended to be deployed. LTE is required to operate at high data rates with limitation on the use of 
power and variable bandwidth. These contradictory requirements lead to complicated modulation 
and pulse-shaping techniques along with error detection coding and a greater level of signal 
processing at the UE. Synchronization requirements also become more inflexible at high data 
rates and, as a result, the UE receivers become more complex. 
A principal impetus for the use of simulators is that simulations are an indispensable tool 
for gaining insight into system behaviour. A well developed simulation is comparable to a 
laboratory implementation of the complete system. Observation and measurements can easily be 
made at different points in the system. 
There are two big advantages to performing a simulation rather than actually building the 
design and testing a technology. The biggest of these advantages is money. Many cycles of 
designing, building, testing, redesigning, rebuilding, retesting, etc. can become an expensive 
exercise. Simulations take the building/rebuilding phase out of the loop by using the model 
already created in the design phase. Generally, the simulation testing is cheaper and faster than 
performing multiple tests of the design each time. Parametric studies are easily conducted, since 
parameter values, such as transmit power, mobility models, propagation models and Signal-to-
Noise Ratios (SNRs), can be changed at will and the effects of these changes on system 
performance can be observed immediately. 
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The second big advantage of a simulation is the level of detail available from a 
simulation. A simulation can give results that are not experimentally measurable with the current 
level of technology. Time-domain waveforms, signal spectra, eye diagrams, signal constellations, 
histograms, and many other graphic displays can easily be generated. 
However, two major drawbacks to performing a simulation also exist. The first of these is 
simulation errors. Any incorrect data at the input has the potential to produce incorrect results to a 
great extent at the output. Usually, simulations are programmed based on certain theories and 
assumptions which may not be 100% correct in the situation in which they are being employed. In 
order for a simulation to give accurate results, one must first execute preliminary checks to prove 
that it is suitable to use the underlying theories and assumptions. 
The second drawback is the fact that it remains a simulation. Acceptance of an 
engineering project in general depends upon its uptake by the public only after they are able to 
see, hear, and feel the project. The real success of a technology depends on how it performs in the 
real world and not in the virtual world. It is initially difficult to infer the results from the virtual 
world and translate them to the pragmatic world. 
There are, however, many advantages to simulation. One of the primary benefits of 
modelling and simulation is that it avoids any danger or loss of life. Among the many advantages 
of simulation is that the environment being simulated can be examined under different conditions. 
Simulations are highly cost effective as compared to real-life implementation and can be operated 
and manipulated more rapidly than actual systems. 
While the analysis of linear communication systems, operating in the presence of 
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) is usually quite simple; most modern systems function 
in much more antagonistic environments. Wireless cellular systems often operate in the presence 
of harsh interference along with multipath and shadowing that leads to signal fading at the UE. 
This combination of complex systems and hostile environments leads to design and analysis 
problems that are no longer rationally or easily managed using conventional techniques i.e., 
without the use of computer-aided models and simulators. 
Although we often make use of simulations to obtain a single number of considerable 
significance, such as a Bit Error Rate (BER) or throughput, the main role of simulation, as noted 
by Richard. W. Hamming [4], is not to obtain numbers but to gain insight. 
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1.3 Scope and Purpose 
In the previous section, it has been logically advocated that simulators provide a vital 
alternative to carry out inexpensive and repeatable estimations prior to any actual network 
deployment. This would prove highly beneficial in terms of reducing capital costs of 
implementing new wireless technology in the real world. Therefore, it becomes the task of mobile 
communication network planners to make sure that a mobile subscriber or the UE is connected to 
the serving-evolved Node-B (eNodeB), which is the base-station (BTS) in LTE, through the air 
interface within a certain coverage area, at the same time maintaining call quality standards 
acceptable to users. 
Mobility models help in predicting the user’s position in the network at any time. It is 
crucial for the accuracy of any simulation software that the user mobility models correlate well 
with the way users move in real life. Mobility models which project user movements randomly 
may not be applicable to urban areas, in which user movement is confined to the layout of roads 
and sidewalks. This thesis explores existing mobility models and suggests models which are 
closer to reality. 
It would be great significance if there would be the methodology to assign a Single Figure 
of Merit (SFOM) to a particular path, such as a major freeway or train route, which is to be 
traversed by a mobile UE. This SFOM would be an indicator of the subscriber’s overall 
satisfaction with the quality of the network. Network planners would then be able to test the 
network layout and make adjustments to the number of LTE eNodeBs, number of antennas on 
each eNodeB, antenna vector orientation, antenna down-tilt, and power being supplied to the 
antennas to achieve optimal user satisfaction. 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
In order to set the stage, Chapter 2 defines and discusses the requirements set forward by 
3GPP for LTE followed by the summary of the core technologies which make LTE such a big 
success. Chapter 2 concludes by giving an overview of LTE network architecture. Chapter 3 
introduces the two quality management techniques used for cellular networks, the technology 
centred approach, Quality of Service (QoS) and the user centred approach, Quality of Experience 
(QoE). Chapter 4 presents the rationale and the key research questions that instigated this thesis. 
Chapter 5 reveals the proposed methodology for determining a Single Figure of Merit for a 
particular path to be traversed by a mobile user in a LTE network. Experimental results and 
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relevant discussion can be found in Chapter 6. The final chapter, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis 
with research outcomes obtained and discusses future research directions. 
1.5 Conclusion 
Chapter 1 has given a very brief overview of the 3rd Generation Partnership Project 
(3GPP)’s Long Term Evolution (LTE) project. The number of extensive enhancement available in 
LTE in relation to the earlier year’s standard of Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 
(UMTS) has been put into perspective. 
Chapter 1 also includes a discussion appreciating the significance for using software 
simulators as tool to provide a vital alternative to carry out inexpensive and repeatable estimations 
prior to any actual network deployment. It is agreed that simulators has proved highly beneficial 
in terms of reducing capital costs of implementing new wireless technologies. Limitations of 
simulator usage has also been considered 
The significance of the work presented in this thesis has been discussed and how it hopes 
to assists LTE network engineers in assigning a Single Figure of Merit (SFOM) to a particular 
path traversed by a mobile user. This Single Figure of Merit (SFOM) would then highly benefit 
network engineers in planning a network with a user’s quality of experience in mind and a more 
efficient use of the network’s physical resources. 
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Chapter 2 
LTE: Requirements, Technologies and Network Architecture 
This chapter gives a technical background to LTE. This knowledge is a necessary 
backdrop to understanding the technical work later in this thesis. 
Discussion of the key requirements for the new LTE system began at the 3GPP RAN 
Evolution Workshop, held in November 2004 in Toronto (Canada), which led to the foundation of 
a formal ‘Study Item’ [3] in 3GPP with the specific aim of developing a framework which would 
‘evolve’ the 3GPP radio access technology and ensure competitiveness over a period of at least 10 
years. The motivation of the Study Item was described as follows:  
“With enhancement such as HSDPA and Enhanced Uplink, the 3GPP radio-
access technology will be highly competitive for several years. However to ensure 
competitiveness in an even longer time frame, i.e. for the next 10 years and beyond, a 
long-term evolution of the 3GPP radio-access technology needs to be considered.” 
2.1 Requirements and Targets for the Long Term Evolution 
Under the patronage of the 3GPP Study Item, the requirements for LTE came into being. 
These requirements can be summarized as follows: - 
• Reduce the amount of delay 
• Increase user data rates. 
• Increase cell-edge bit-rate 
• Improve spectral efficiency 
• Flexible spectrum use, in terms of both new and pre-existing frequency bands 
• Simplify network design 
• Interoperability between different radio-access technologies 
• Reduce power consumption at the mobile terminal. 
At the same time, requirements for the next generation mobile systems were put together 
by the alliance of network operators [5], the Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN). It was 
intended to serve as a supplementary reference for the progression and evaluation of the LTE 
design. Such operator-driven requirements will also assist in the evolution of the next chapter of 
LTE, known as LTE-Advanced. 
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2.1.1 System Performance Requirements 
Table 2.1 draws attention to the main performance metrics used while designing LTE. 
The values mentioned here are given in relation to the most recent version of UMTS at the time 
LTE requirements were defined, which was HSDPA/HSUPA Release 6. 













rate >100 Mbps 
7 x 14.4 
Mbps 
LTE in 20 MHz FDD, 2x2 
spatial multiplexing. 
Reference: HSDPA in 5MHz 
FDD, single antenna 
transmission 
Peak spectral 
efficiency >5 bps/Hz 3 bps/Hz 
Average Cell 
spectral efficiency 
>1.6 – 2.1 
bps/Hz/cell 
3 – 4 x 0.53 
bps/Hz/cell 
LTE: 2x2 spatial multiplexing, 
Interference Rejection 
Combining (IRC) receiver [7]. 
Reference: HSDPA, Rake 
receiver [8], 2 receive antennas 
Cell edge spectral 
efficiency 
>0.04 – 0.06 
bps/Hz/user 
2-3 x 0.02 
bps/Hz 
As above, 10 users assumed per 
cell 
Broadcast spectral 
efficiency >1 bps/Hz N/A 







rate >50 Mbps 5 x 11 Mbps 
LTE: 20 MHz FDD, single 
antenna transmission. 
Reference: HSUPA in 5MHz 
FDD, single antenna 
transmission 
Peak spectral 
efficiency >5 bps/Hz 3 bps/Hz 
Average Cell 
spectral efficiency 
>0.6 – 1.0 
bps/Hz/cell 
2 – 3 x 0.33 
bps/Hz/cell 
LTE: single antenna 
transmission, IRC receiver [7]. 
Reference: HSDPA, Rake 
receiver [8], 2 receive antennas 
Cell edge spectral 
efficiency 
>0.04 – 0.06 
bps/Hz/user 
2-3 x 0.02 
bps/Hz 






User plane latency 
(two way radio 
delay) 
<10 Mbps One fifth  
Connection set-up 
latency <100 ms  Idle state -> active state 
Operating 
bandwidth 
1.4 – 20 
MHz 5 MHz 
(Initial requirement started at 
1.25 MHz) 
VoIP Capacity Next Generation Mobile Network (NGMN) preferred target 
expressed in [5] is > 60 sessions/MHz/cell 
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2.1.1.1 Peak Data Rates and Peak Spectral Efficiency 
From the point of view of the general public, the first parameter by which different 
communication technologies are usually evaluated is the peak per-user data rate. Peak data rate is 
dependent on the amount of spectrum used and the number of transmit and receive antennas 
employed, as is the case with multiple antenna technology such as MIMO. 
The peak rate can be defined as: - 
“the maximum throughput per user assuming the whole 
bandwidth being allocated to a single user with the highest 
modulation and coding scheme and the maximum number of 
antennas supported.” [6]  
In general, estimated values for control channels, pilot signals, and guard intervals are 
considered. For Time Division Duplex (TDD) systems, the peak data rate is calculated separately 
for the uplink and downlink intervals. By this method, it is convenient to obtain a single value 
which is independent of the uplink/downlink ratio to make a fair system comparison. The 
maximum spectral efficiency can be calculated by dividing the peak data rate by the used 
spectrum allocation. 
The target peak data rates for downlink and uplink in the LTE system were set at 100 
Mbps and 50 Mbps respectively within a 20 MHz bandwidth. This corresponds to respective peak 
spectral efficiencies of 5 and 2.5 bps/Hz. The fundamental assumption was that the terminal has 
two receiving antennas and one transmitting antenna. It’s easier to increase the number of 
antennas at the eNodeB base station as compared to increasing the number of antennas at the UE. 
It is important to note here that the peak data rates are really theoretical values which are not 
likely to be achieved in real life scenarios. In real life, you have a certain cell load and certain 
radio situations which would not allow these data rates for a particular user. Nevertheless, peak 
data rates are quite useful to see because they provide a reference to what is theoretically possible 
with the system. 
From the beginning of LTE system design, a key differentiator with respect to other radio 
technologies has been the recognition of ‘typical deployment constraints.’ Therefore more 
emphasis has been placed not only on delivering higher values of peak data rate for use, in 
favourable conditions, but also essentially on overall system level performance. 
System level evaluations are based on simulations. The simulations take into account 
multi-cell configurations in which data transmission between the eNodeB and a sensible number 
of mobile UEs is considered as if they existed in a realistic deployment scenario. The metrics used 
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for evaluating system level performance, such as, the deployment scenario, traffic models, 
channel models and system configuration need to be thoroughly defined. 
The metrics used for system evaluations of LTE can be found in operator input document 
[9], which takes into account deployment situations and channel models that have been agreed 
during the LTE Study Item [10]. The evaluation procedures have also been elaborated by NGMN 
operators in [11]. The reference deployment scenarios which were given special consideration for 
the LTE performance evaluation covered: - 
• Macro-cells, with inter eNodeB separation of 500 m and 1.7 km. 
• Micro-cells, utilizing MIMO with inter eNodeB separation of 130 m. 
• A variety of UE speeds, for the most part concentrating particularly on speeds in 
between 3–30 km/h, although higher mobile speeds were also considered 
important, e.g. speeds up to 350 km/h. 
2.1.1.2 Cell Throughput and Spectral Efficiency 
Performance analysis at the cell level is a significant measure, as it has a direct 
relationship to the number of cell sites required by the operator. The operator can then determine 
the capital cost needed to deploy the system. For LTE, cell level performance was to be assessed 
with [6]: 
• Full-queue traffic models (i.e. given the opportunity, a user always has data ready 
to transmit) 
• A relatively high system load, usually 10 users per cell. 
The metrics used for defining the requirements at the cell level were: - 
• Average cell throughput [bps/cell] and spectral efficiency [bps/Hz/cell]. 
• Average user throughput [bps/user] and spectral efficiency [bps/Hz/user]. 
• Cell-edge user throughput [bps/user] and spectral efficiency [bps/Hz/user]. The 
metric used for this assessment is the 5-percentile user throughput, obtained from 
the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the user throughput. 
In the version of UMTS Release 6 [12], which is considered as the reference baseline, it 
was assumed that both the user terminal and the base station use a single transmit antenna and two 
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receive antennas. The performance of the user terminal receiver corresponds to a two-branch 
Rake receiver [8] with the linear combination of the signals received at the two antennas. 
In the LTE system, two antennas were assumed for both transmit and receive purposes at 
the eNodeB. On the UE side, though there are two receive antennas but only a single transmit 
antenna. The receiver for both downlink and uplink is assumed to be a linear receiver with 
optimum combining of the signals from the antenna branches [7]. Future releases of LTE may 
make use of multiple transmit antennas at the UE, offering an improved uplink data rate [13]. 
The initial requirements for the cell level metrics were presented as comparative gains 
with the UMTS Release 6 reference baseline. The values shown in Table 2.1 are sourced on the 
estimation of the UMTS Release 6 system performance for the downlink [14] and uplink [15]. 
2.1.1.3 Voice Capacity 
Real-time traffic such as Voice over IP (VoIP) has constricted delay limits as compared to 
delay-tolerant traffic (such as file transfer). For a complete IP-based system like LTE which relies 
on adaptive scheduling, it is important to set system capacity requirements for services requiring 
Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR). 
Given a particular traffic model and delay constraints, the system capacity requirement is 
expressed as the number of satisfied VoIP users. More detail on the traffic models used for 
evaluating LTE can be found in [9]. According to [9], a VoIP user is considered to be dissatisfied 
if more than 2% of the VoIP packets are either lost or delayed for more than 50ms. This criterion 
requires an overall end-to-end delay to be below 200ms. The system capacity for VoIP can be 
defined as the number of users present per cell when more than 95% of the users are satisfied. The 
NGMN group of network operators expressed an inclination for the ability to support 60 satisfied 
VoIP sessions per MHz. This is a two to four fold improvement as compared to the UMTS 
Release 6 reference baseline. There is scope for additional improvement in the later releases of 
LTE. 
2.1.1.4 Mobility and Cell Ranges 
The LTE system is required to support UE terminals moving at speeds of up to 350 km/h, 
or even up to 500 km/h [16] depending on the frequency band. An example of operation at such 
high speeds would be usage on high-speed trains. To fulfil these requirements, it would be 
necessary that handover between cells would take place with imperceptible delay and packet loss 
for voice calls, and with reliable continuity of transmission for data services. 
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These targets for mobility are to be achieved in typical cells of a radius of up to 5 km, 
while operation should continue for cell ranges of up to 100 km to facilitate wide area 
implementations [17]. 
2.1.1.5 Broadcast Mode Performance 
Although not offered in the very first release due to the precedence of other service 
modes, LTE is required to offer an efficient broadcast mode for high rate Multimedia 
Broadcast/Multicast Services (MBMS), such as Mobile TV, based on a Single Frequency 
Network mode of operation [18]. The broadcast performance requirement was defined in terms of 
an achievable system throughput (bps) and spectral efficiency (bps/Hz) assuming a coverage of 
95% of the supposed coverage area of the system [19]. This means that only 5% of the intended 
area can be without coverage – where outage for broadcast services is defined as experiencing a 
packet error rate higher than 1%. This broadcast spectral efficiency requirement was set to 1 
bps/Hz [3]. 
2.1.1.6 User Plane Latency 
An important performance metric for real-time services is the system’s user plane latency. 
It is defined as the average time between the first transmission of a data packet and the reception 
of a physical layer Acknowledgement (ACK). On the radio interface, the minimum user plane 
latency can be calculated based on signalling analysis for the case of an unloaded system. The 
calculation should include typical Hybrid Automatic Repeat ReQuest (HARQ) retransmission 
rates (e.g. 0–30%). The round-trip latency is obtained simply by multiplying the one-way user 
plane latency by a factor of two. 
In optimal conditions, the LTE system requires that it be operated with an IP-layer one-
way data-packet latency across the radio access network as low as 5 ms [3]. In reality, the actual 
delay will be dependent on the burden on the system and radio propagation environment. 
2.1.1.7 Control Plane Latency and Capacity 
Control plane latency is calculated as the time required for performing the transitions 
between different LTE states. LTE is based on only two main states, ‘RRC_IDLE’ and 
‘RRC_CONNECTED’ (i.e. ‘active’). 
LTE requires that the call setup delay be significantly reduced in comparison to the 
UMTS Release 6 [12]. This not only improves the user’s Quality of Experience (QoE) but 
improves the power consumption efficiency of the UE terminal. The UE terminals can afford to 
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be in the low-power idle state for a longer period of time, if the system design allows a fast 
transition from an idle state to an active state. 
The LTE system is required to support transition from idle to active in less than 100 ms 
(excluding paging delay and Non-Access Stratum (NAS) signalling delay) [3]. The LTE system 
should also be able to support at least 200 active-state users per cell for spectrum allocations up to 
5MHz, and at least 400 users per cell for wider spectrum allocations. An even larger number of 
non-active users may also be present in each cell, and therefore able to be paged or to start 
transmitting data with low latency. 
2.1.2 Deployment Cost and Interoperability 
For network operators, in addition to the performance aspects, factors such as reduced 
deployment cost, spectrum flexibility and enhanced interoperability with legacy systems are 
appreciably important. These vital factors play a significant role in the deployment of LTE 
networks in a range of situations and also assists in migration to LTE. 
2.1.2.1 Frequency Allocations and Duplex Modes 
LTE is required to operate in both paired and unpaired spectrums. This depends upon the 
availability of the spectrum. In a unified design, LTE can be operated in the FDD, TDD and half 
duplex FDD, ensuring cohesion between multimode terminals and worldwide roaming [20]. 
LTE is also flexible enough to operate in a range of different channel bandwidths. The 
bandwidths defined in LTE are 1.4 MHz, 3 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz, 15 MHz and 20 MHz with a 
single carrier and address all the frequency bands currently identified for IMT systems by ITU-R 
shown in Table 2.2. This will facilitate deployment in spectrums currently occupied by older and 
obsolete radio access technologies – a practice often known as ‘spectrum refarming.’ 
Each bandwidth actually is composed of a certain number of resource blocks. A resource 
block is defined to be 180 KHz each and the resource block represents the smallest entity for 
resource assignment. So the terminal or the subscriber can be assigned one resource block or 
multiples of it. And this is true for uplink and downlink as well. 1.4 MHz actually is represented 
by 6 resource blocks and so on up to 20 MHz which is represented by 100 resource blocks. 
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eNode B receive 
UE transmit 
Downlink (DL) 




FUL_low   –  FUL_high FDL_low   –  FDL_high 
1 1920 MHz  – 1980 MHz  2110 MHz   – 2170 MHz FDD 
2 1850 MHz  – 1910  MHz 1930 MHz  – 1990 MHz FDD 
3 1710 MHz  – 1785 MHz 1805 MHz  – 1880 MHz FDD 
4 1710 MHz – 1755 MHz  2110 MHz  – 2155 MHz FDD 
5 824 MHz – 849 MHz 869 MHz  – 894MHz FDD 
6 830 MHz – 840  MHz 875 MHz  – 885 MHz FDD 
7 2500 MHz – 2570 MHz 2620 MHz  – 2690 MHz FDD 
8 880 MHz – 915 MHz 925 MHz   – 960 MHz FDD 
9 1749.9 MHz – 1784.9 MHz 1844.9 MHz   – 1879.9 MHz FDD 
10 1710 MHz – 1770 MHz 2110 MHz  – 2170 MHz FDD 
11 1427.9 MHz  – 1452.9 MHz 1475.9 MHz   – 1500.9 MHz FDD 
12 698 MHz – 716 MHz 728 MHz – 746 MHz FDD 
13 777 MHz – 787 MHz 746 MHz – 756 MHz FDD 
14 788 MHz – 798 MHz 758 MHz – 768 MHz FDD 
15 Reserved   Reserved   FDD 
16 Reserved   Reserved   FDD 
17 704 MHz – 716 MHz 734 MHz – 746 MHz FDD 
18 815 MHz – 830 MHz 860 MHz – 875 MHz FDD 
19 830 MHz – 845 MHz 875 MHz – 890 MHz FDD 
33 1900 MHz – 1920 MHz 1900 MHz – 1920 MHz TDD 
34 2010  MHz – 2025 MHz  2010 MHz  – 2025 MHz TDD 
35 1850 MHz  – 1910 MHz 1850 MHz  – 1910 MHz TDD 
36 1930 MHz  – 1990 MHz 1930 MHz  – 1990 MHz TDD 
37 1910 MHz  – 1930 MHz 1910 MHz  – 1930 MHz TDD 
38 2570 MHz  – 2620 MHz 2570 MHz  – 2620 MHz TDD 
39 1880 MHz – 1920 MHz 1880 MHz – 1920 MHz TDD 
40 2300 MHz – 2400 MHz 2300 MHz – 2400 MHz TDD 
Note: Band 6 is not applicable. 
2.1.2.2 Working with Legacy Radio Technologies 
LTE relies on an Evolved Packet Core (EPC) network which allows interoperation with 
various access technologies [22]. LTE allows interoperation with former 3GPP technologies like 
GSM/EDGE and UTRAN as well as non-3GPP technologies e.g., Wi-Fi, CDMA2000 and 
WiMAX. This would facilitate the migration phase in early deployments of LTE with partial 
coverage. In such situations, there would be frequent handovers between LTE and the legacy 
radio access technologies. 
2.1.2.3 Terminal Complexity and Cost 
For competitive deployment of LTE, it is necessary to have UE terminals which are low 
in cost and have extended battery life. Therefore in order for these objectives to be achievable, 
terminal complexity throughout LTE should be kept to a minimum.  
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2.1.2.4 Network Architecture Requirements 
LTE is required to allow a cost-effective deployment by an improved radio access 
network architecture design including: 
• flat architecture with one principal node, the base station, known in LTE as 
eNodeB; 
• efficient protocols to packet-switched services; 
• open interfaces to offer compatibility across a range of equipment; 
• efficient strategies for operation and maintenance; 
• provision for straightforward deployment and configuration, for example, micro-
cell sites also known as femto-cells. 
2.2 Technologies for the Long Term Evolution 
Satisfying the very broad range of requirements outlined above would not have been 
possible without significant advances in radio technologies. The following sub-sections 
summarize three elemental technologies that have shaped today’s LTE technology: multicarrier 
technology, multiple-antenna technology, and the application of packet-switching to the radio 
interface. 
2.2.1 Multicarrier Technology 
After initial analysis of proposals, the nominated access schemes for the downlink were 
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) and Multiple WCDMA. And for the 
uplink, nominee schemes were Single-Carrier Frequency-Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA), 
OFDMA and Multiple WCDMA[6]. In December 2005, it was decided that OFDMA would be 
the access scheme for the downlink and SC-FDMA would be the access scheme for the uplink 
[10]. Both of these schemes open up the frequency domain as a new dimension of flexibility in 
the system, as illustrated schematically in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2. 
OFDMA extends the multicarrier technology. OFDM subdivides the available signal 
transmission bandwidth into a large number of narrowband subcarriers that are arranged so that 
they are mutually orthogonal to each other. These narrowband subcarriers can transport 
independent information streams. This concept of subdivision of the available bandwidth is 
exploited in sharing the subcarriers among multiple users. 
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Figure 2.1 Frequency-Time Representation of an OFDM Signal [23]. 
Some of the key advantages of OFDM include: - 
• robustness to time-dispersive radio channels; 
• low-complexity receivers; 
• simple combining of signals from multiple transmitters. 
 
Figure 2.2 SC-FDMA and OFDMA Signal Generation and Reception [24]. 
On the other hand, OFDM is more expensive because the Peak-to-Average Power Ratio 
(PAPR) of an OFDM signal is relatively high [25]. The high peak-to-average ratio (PAPR) 
associated with OFDM led 3GPP to explore a different transmission scheme to be used for the 
LTE uplink. SC-FDMA was chosen because it combines the low PAR techniques of single-carrier 
transmission systems (e.g. GSM and CDMA) with the multi-path resistance and variable 
frequency allocation of OFDMA. 
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A mathematical description of an SC-FDMA symbol in the time domain is given in [26]. 
In theory, the data symbols in the time domain are taken to the frequency domain using a Discrete 
Fourier transform (DFT); then in the frequency domain, they are mapped to the desired location in 
the overall channel bandwidth before being converted back to the time domain using an Inverse 
Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). Finally, the Cyclic Prefix (CP) is inserted. Because of this, SC-
FDMA is sometimes called discrete Fourier transform. 
The advantages of SC-FDMA include, that it: - 
• has a significantly lower PAPR; 
• helps reduce the  cost for the mobile terminal transmitter; 
• maintains a sufficient degree of cohesion between uplink and downlink 
technologies. 
2.2.2 Multiple Antenna Technology 
The concept of multiple antenna techniques is central to LTE. Multiple antennas are used 
to improve the coverage and capacity at the physical layer [27]. Multiple antennas can be used in 
a variety of ways. The three fundamental principles are schematically illustrated in Figure 2.3: - 
 
Figure 2.3 Three Fundamental Benefits of Multiple Antennas [6]. 
(a) diversity gain; (b) array gain; (c) spatial multiplexing gain. 
• Diversity gain: This technique improves the robustness of the transmission gains 
and multipath fading. 
• Array gain: This technique helps in concentrating the energy in one or more 
particular directions by means of pre-coding or beam-forming. 
• Spatial multiplexing gain: This technique involves the transmission of multiple 
streams of the signal to a single user over multiple spatial layers by fusion of the 
available antennas. 
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2.2.3 Packet-Switched Radio Interface 
 
Figure 2.4 Fast Scheduling and Link Adaptation [6]. 
As mentioned earlier, LTE has been designed as an all IP network delivering fully packet-
oriented services. LTE does not rely on any of the circuit-switched protocols which might have 
existed within the legacy radio technologies. This paradigm is prevalent across all the layers of 
the protocol stack. 
HSDPA had already made way for fast packet scheduling over the radio interface, which 
permitted the transmission of small packets having duration of the same order of magnitude as the 
coherence time of the fast fading channel [6]. This was depicted in Figure 2.4. It then becomes 
necessary for the optimization of link layer procedures, such as physical layer configuration and 
resource management, according to the propagation environment. This aspect of HSDPA implies 
a stronger coherence between the lower two layers of the protocol stack – the Medium Access 
Control (MAC) layer and the physical layer. The bonding of the two layers delivers features such 
as fast channel state feedback, dynamic link adaptation, and scheduling which exploits multi-user 
diversity, and fast retransmission protocols. 
In LTE, the packet duration was reduced from 2 ms, used in HSDPA, to 1 ms [3]. This 
shorter transmission interval, combined with the new dimensions of frequency and space, has 
resulted in further improvement to reduce system latency and the cross-layer techniques between 
the MAC and physical layer. Improved techniques in LTE are: 
• adaptive scheduling in both the frequency and spatial domain; 
• MIMO configuration adaptation including the selection of the number of spatial 
layers transmitted simultaneously; 
• link adaptation of modulation and code-rate, including the number of transmitted 
code-words; 
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• several modes of fast channel state reporting. 
This range of optimizations combined with sophisticated control signalling has proved to 
be one of the significant challenges in transforming the LTE concept into an operational system. 
2.2.4 User Equipment Potential 
LTE mobile terminals, known as User Equipment (UE), will be able to surpass the peak 
transmission rate and spectral efficiency targets, if they are successful in exploiting the 
technologies mentioned earlier. 
In reality, the industry of mobile UE production is quite diverse. Therefore, LTE needs to 
be able to support a range of categories with a collection of capabilities to satisfy different market 
segments. By and large, each market segment assigns different priorities to attributes such as peak 
data rate, UE size, cost and battery life. 
A typical trade-off can be seen between making the device cost efficient in favour of 
higher data rates. Higher data rates are regarded as the key to the success of a large number of 
multimedia rich and bandwidth-demanding applications, but such rates generally require large 
amounts of memory for data processing, which in return increases the cost of the UE. UEs which 
may be embedded in other mobile devices like laptops are often not constrained in terms of 
acceptable power consumption or space available to embed multiple antennas. But on the other 
hand, certain market segments prefer ultra-slim hand-held terminals, in which case it becomes 
very challenging to embed multiple antennas or large batteries. 
However, support for a broader range of UE categories also has its disadvantages. Each 
UE would have to exchange greater signalling overhead data to identify its capabilities to the 
network. The cost and complexity of testing involved for the interoperability with all the different 
configurations should also be taken into consideration. 
LTE has therefore been designed to support a condensed set of five UE Categories [28]. 
The UE categories listed range from the low-cost terminals with similar capabilities to UMTS 
HSPA up to very high-end terminals which exploit the LTE technology to the maximum. The 
capabilities of each the five categories are summarized in Table 2.3. It should be noted that the 
highest category of LTE UE, UE Category 5, has peak data rate capabilities exceeding the LTE 
targets. 
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Table 2.3 Categories of LTE User Equipment [6]. 
 UE Category 
 1 2 3 4 5 
Maximum downlink data rate (Mbps) 10 50 100 150 300 
Maximum uplink data rate (Mbps) 5 25 50 50 75 
Number of receive antennas required 2 2 2 2 4 
Number of downlink MIMO streams supported 1 2 2 2 4 
Support for 64QAM modulation in downlink ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Support for 64QAM modulation in uplink ✖ ✖ ✖ ✖ ✔ 
Relative memory requirement for physical layer 
processing  (normalized to category 1 level) 1 4.9 4.9 7.3 14.6 
2.3 LTE Network Architecture 
As pointed out in the former sections, LTE has been designed to support only packet-
switched services, as opposed to the circuit-switched architecture of legacy cellular systems. The 
aim is to enable flawless Internet Protocol (IP) connectivity between User Equipment (UE) and 
the Packet Data Network (PDN). Another important aspect is to maintain this connectivity 
without any interruption to the services and applications in use during mobility. Although the 
term ‘LTE’ simply encapsulates evolution of the radio access via the Evolved-UTRAN (E-
UTRAN), it is also complemented by an evolution of the non-radio aspects under the expression 
of ‘System Architecture Evolution’ (SAE). SAE includes the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) 
network. So, together LTE and SAE combine to form the Evolved Packet System (EPS) [29]. 
 
Figure 2.5 The EPS Network Elements [6]. 
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The concept of bearers is employed by the EPS to forward IP traffic from a gateway in the 
packet data network (PDN) to the end mobile user equipment (UE). A bearer is an IP packet flow 
with a defined Quality of Service (QoS) between the gateway and the UE. As required by 
applications, the E-UTRAN and EPC work together to create and release bearers. 
EPS enables IP Connectivity for the user to the PDN in order to access the external 
internet cloud. This enables the user to run IP services, such as Voice over IP (VoIP). An EPS 
bearer is normally related to a QoS. Multiple bearers can also co-exist in order to provide multiple 
QoS streams or connectivity to multiple PDNs. For example, while a user is busy making a VoIP 
call, he/she can also make an additional request for HTTP or FTP download. A VoIP bearer 
would be responsible for providing QoS for the voice call, while a best-effort bearer would be 
appropriate for the HTTP or FTP engagement. 
The network should also offer adequate privacy and security to not only the user, but also 
to the network against external and internal threats. This is achieved by means of several EPS 
network elements which have different roles. Figure 2.5 illustrates the overall network 
architecture including the network elements and the standardized interfaces.  
The EPS network essentially consists of the CN, also known as the EPC, and the access 
network, regarded as the E-UTRAN. The CN consists of many logical nodes, whereas the access 
network is made up of just one node, the evolved-NodeB (eNodeB). Each of these network 
elements are interconnected via standardized interfaces. Standardizing the interfaces allows 
interoperability between multiple vendors. 
Network operators may prefer to split or combine these logical network elements 
depending on the commercial viability. The functional split between the EPC and E-UTRAN is 
illustrated in Figure 2.6. The EPC and E-UTRAN network elements are described in more detail 
below. 
2.3.1 The Core Network (CN) 
The Core Network (CN, also known as the EPC in SAE) is in charge for the overall 
management of the UE and the establishment of the bearers [6]. The main logical nodes of the 
EPC are: - 
• PDN Gateway (P-GW); 
• Serving Gateway (S-GW); 
• Mobility Management Entity (MME). 
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Figure 2.6 Functional Split Between E-UTRAN and EPC [30]. 
In addition to the aforementioned nodes, various other logical nodes and functions are 
included within the EPC, such as the Home Subscriber Server (HSS) and the Policy Control and 
Charging Rules Function (PCRF). The logical CN nodes specified in [31] are illustrated in Figure 
2.5 and are discussed in more detail in the subsequent sections [6]. 
2.3.1.1 Policy Control and Charging Rules Function (PCRF). 
• The PCRF is in charge of policy control, decision making and controlling the 
charging functionalities in the Policy Control Enforcement Function (PCEF). The 
PCEF exists in the P-GW. 
• The PCRF indicates the QoS class identifier and data flow bitrates according to 
the user’s subscription plan. 
2.3.1.2 Home Location Register (HLR). 
• This register contains information regarding the PDNs to which the user is 
allowed to connect. Usually, this is in the form of an Access Point Name (APN), 
which is either: 
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o labelled according to Domain Name System (DNS) naming conventions. 
or 
o in the form of a PDN Address signifying the subscribed IP address(es)). 
• The HLR maintains the user’s subscription data such as the EPS-subscribed QoS 
profile and any roaming access restrictions. 
• The HLR contains the dynamic data identifying the MME to which the user is 
currently connected. 
• The HLR may also integrate the Authentication Centre (AuC) which extrapolates 
the variables for authentication and security keys. 
2.3.1.3 PDN Gateway (P-GW). 
The P-GW is responsible for: 
• IP address assignment for the UE. 
• QoS implementation and flow-based charging according to regulations from the 
PCRF. 
• Filtering of downlink packets into the different QoS-based bearers. This is carried 
out on the basis of Traffic Flow Templates (TFTs). 
• The P-GW performs QoS imposition for Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) bearers.  
It also serves as the mobility station for interoperability with non-3GPP 
technologies such as CDMA2000 and WiMAX networks. 
2.3.1.4 Serving Gateway (S-GW). 
• All user IP packets are routed through the S-GW. 
• The S-GW functions as a focal point of data bearers during localised mobility 
when a UE moves between neighbouring eNodeBs. 
• The S-GW holds on to the information about the data bearers when the UE is in 
idle state. It momentarily retains the downlink data while the MME initiates 
paging of the UE to re-establish the bearers. 
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• The S-GW is also responsible for undertaking some administrative functions in 
the visited network, such as collecting information for billing purposes e.g., the 
volume of data sent to or received from the user. 
• It also serves as pivotal site for inter-working with other 3GPP technologies such 
as GPRS and UMTS. 
2.3.1.5 Mobility Management Entity (MME). 
The MME handles the control signalling in linking the user equipment to the core 
network [6]. The protocols running between the user equipment and the core network are known 
as the Non-Access Stratum (NAS) protocols. MME functions can be categorized into two major 
groups: 
• Functions related to bearer management. This includes the creation, preservation 
and discharge of the bearers, and is handled at the session management layer 
with-in the NAS protocol. 
• Functions related to connection management. This includes the establishment of 
the connection and security between the network and UE, and is handled by the 
connection or mobility management layer in the NAS protocol layer. 
NAS control procedures are specified in [31] and are discussed in more detail in the 
following section. 
2.3.1.6 Non-Access Stratum (NAS) Protocol 
The connection management method in LTE is very similar to UMTS and is referred to as 
Non-Access Stratum (NAS) procedures. Within LTE, the EPS allows the combination of some 
procedures to allow faster establishment of connection and the bearers [6], which is significantly 
different from the way it was executed in UMTS. 
The MME creates a context for the UE from the moment the UE is powered on, 
connecting it to the network. It allocates a temporary identity to the UE which identified the UE 
context in the MME. This identity is referred to as the SAE-Temporary Mobile Subscriber 
Identity (S-TMSI). This UE context retrieves the user’s subscription information from the Home 
Subscriber Server (HSS). Having a localised copy of the user’s subscription plan within the MME 
enables faster execution of procedures, such as bearer establishment, as it does not have to refer 
back to the Home Subscriber Server (HSS) every time. In addition to the static information, the 
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UE context also holds dynamic information such as the list of bearers that have been created and 
the capabilities of the UE terminal. 
Another method for reducing the overhead in the E-UTRAN and processing in the UE is 
that all the information related to the UE is released during the long period of data inactivity. This 
state is called EPS Connection Management IDLE (ECM-IDLE). The MME only retains the UE 
context and the information about the established bearer during this idle state. 
The MME is responsible for keeping track of the user location while the UE is in ECM-
IDLE state. So, whenever a UE moves out of its current Tracking Area (TA) or attempts to make 
communication with the network when it is in the ECM-IDLE state, it sends an update to the 
network, which is known as the Tracking Area update.  
When a UE which is in the ECM-IDLE state makes a downlink data request, the MME 
broadcasts a message to all the eNodeBs in its current Tracking Area (TA) and the eNodeBs polls 
the UE over the radio interface. As the UE receives the polling request, it performs a service 
requiest procedure which results in changing the state of the UE to the ECM-CONNECTED state. 
UE-related information is re-created in the E-UTRAN and the bearers are re-established. The 
MME is in charge for the re-establishment of the bearers and updating the UE context in the 
eNodeB. This changeover of UE states is called an idle-to-active transition. To expedite the idle-
to-active transition and bearer establishment, EPS supports combining the NAS and AS 
procedures for bearer activation. Some inter-relationship between the NAS and AS protocols is 
intentionally used, which is similar to UMTS. This allows procedures to run in parallel, rather 
than in a sequential manner. For example, the bearer establishment procedure can be executed by 
the network without having to wait for the completion of the security procedure. 
MME is also responsible for ensuring the security for both signalling and user data. A UE 
attaches itself to the network after a mutual authentication process between the network 
(MME/HSS) and the UE. These authentication procedures establish the security keys, which are 
used for encryption of the bearers. For more detailed reading, the security architecture for SAE 
has been specified in [32]. 
2.3.2 The Access Network 
The Access Network is illustrated in Figure 2.7 which is a simple mesh network of 
eNodeBs. Since there is is hierarchy involved, the E-UTRAN architecture is referred to as being 
flat. Also from the user’s perspective, there is no centralized controlling device in E-UTRAN. 
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The interface connection between the eNodeBs is known as X2, and the interface between 
the eNodeBs and EPC is known as the S1 interface. More specifically, the S1 interface connecting 




Figure 2.7 Overall E-UTRAN Architecture [21]. 
The E-UTRAN is responsible for all radio-related functions, which are briefly 
summarized as: 
• Radio Resource Management: Operations related to the radio bearers, such as 
radio bearer control, radio admission control, radio mobility control, scheduling 
and dynamic allocation of resources to UEs in both uplink and downlink. 
• Header Compression: Ensures efficient use of the radio interface by compressing 
the IP packet headers which may otherwise incur considerable expense of 
resources, especially for small packets such as VoIP. 
• Security: Responsible for encrypting all data to be sent over the radio interface. 
• Connectivity to the EPC: Signalling concerning the MME and the bearer path 
with respect to the S-GW. 
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In contrast to former 2G- and 3G technologies, LTE integrates the radio controller 
function within the eNodeB. This allows for closer interaction between the different protocol 
layers of the radio access network reducing the latency resulting in improved efficiency. Such 
distributed and independent control eliminates the need for a highly available processing-intensive 
controller. This in turn helps to reduce the costs and avoids ‘single points of failure.’ 
LTE only supports hard handover because there is no need for a centralized data-
combining function in the network. Decentralized controller nodes facilitate UE mobility from 
one region to another by directly transferring all information related to a UE, i.e. the UE context 
together with any buffered data, from one controller to another. Data protection during handover 
is ensured at the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layer. The Radio Link Control (RLC) 
and Medium Access Control (MAC) layers both start afresh in a new cell after a successful 
handover has occurred. This mechanism helps to avoid any data loss during the process of 
handover. 
S1-flex is an important feature of the S1 interface which links the access network to the 
CN. This is a concept whereby multiple MME/S-GWs (CN nodes) can service a common 
geographical area by a mesh network of eNodeBs covering that area. An eNodeB may thus be 
served by multiple MME/S-GWs. The collection of MME/S-GW nodes which service a common 
area is called an MME/S-GW pool, and the area covered by such a pool of MME/S-GWs is called 
a pool area. This allows UEs in particular cell(s) controlled by one eNodeB to be shared between 
multiple CN nodes. This aids the concept of UE load-sharing and also helps in eliminating single 
points of failure for the CN nodes [6]. 
2.3.3 Roaming Architecture 
A PLMN is a network that is established and operated by an administration or by a 
recognized operating agency (ROA) for the specific purpose of providing land mobile 
telecommunications services to the public. A PLMN may be considered as an extension of a fixed 
network, e.g., the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) or as an integral part of the PSTN 
[33]. A PLMN is identified by the Mobile Country Code (MCC) and the Mobile Network Code 
(MNC). Each operator providing mobile services has its own PLMN. 
LTE is no exception, allowing its users to be truly mobile and to connect to the PLMNs of 
their choice. A roaming user is connected to the E-UTRAN, MME and S-GW of the visited LTE 
network. However, LTE allows the P-GW of either the visited or the home network to be used, as 
shown in Figure 2.8. Users are able to access their home operator’s services even while they are 
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visitors in another operator’s network by using the P-GW. A P-GW in the visited network allows 

























Figure 2.8 Roaming Architecture for 3GPP Accesses with P-GW in Home Network. 
2.3.4 Interoperability with other Networks 
The Evolved Packet System (EPS) also supports integration with legacy radio access 
technologies like GSM, CDMA, UMTS and WiMAX. The architecture for working with 2G and 
3G GPRS/UMTS networks is illustrated in Figure 2.9. The S-GW acts as the focal point for inter-
working with other 3GPP technologies such as GSM and UMTS, while the P-GW serves as an 
anchor allowing seamless mobility to non-3GPP networks such as CDMA2000 or WiMAX. The 
P-GW may also support a Proxy Mobile Internet Protocol-based (PMIP) interface. More details of 
the radio interface procedures for inter-working are specified in [34]. 
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Figure 2.9 Architecture for 3G UMTS Interoperability. 
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Chapter 3 
Quality Management of Cellular Networks 
Telecommunication networks have evolved a long way since the first mobile system. 
There was a time when the only service being offered was voice. But today, the offerings include 
a broad range of multimedia-rich content services. Mobile data services have an important 
strategic role in any operator’s business strategy. Accessibility to new services, feature-filled 
handsets and convergence of technologies are in position and will expand further in the future. 
According to ABI Research [35], global revenues from mobile messaging services including SMS 
and mobile e-mail from mobile business customers are forecast to reach $48 billion by 2014. Data 
access services revenues for handsets and computing devices will not be far behind, reaching $43 
billion by 2014 worldwide [36, 37]. 
Device usability and the services being offered had long been the focus of attention, but 
quite recently more consideration is being given to the user’s Quality of Experience (QoE). A 
more familiar term is the Quality of Service (QoS). The term of QoS has long been in ubiquitous 
use by network operators and equipment manufacturers. QoS work is based on technical features 
of the network and is more technology-centred. The work on QoE is user-centred and is based on 
the behavioural response of the end-user. The following section illustrates the distinction between 
the terms QoE and QoS. 
3.1 Different Approaches in Quality Management 
QoS and QoE are so intertwined that they have to be considered and managed with a 
common understanding. The flow of QoS and QoE reports is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1 User and Network Relationship With Regards to QoS & QoE Data. 
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3.1.1 Technology-Centred Approach: Quality of Service (QoS)  
The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) has put forward a recommendation in 
which the technology-centred approach (the concept for QoS) has been defined as the: 
“Totality of characteristics of a telecommunications 
service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs 
of the user of the service.” [38] 
While the ITU’s definition points to the user’s satisfaction, the term of QoS is essential to 
network engineers, who use it to identify metrics of telecommunication applications such as 
network delay and packet loss. 
The objective is to eradicate unnecessary interference which influences the quality of 
services such as voice, data and multimedia. QoS objective metrics, such as throughput, packet 
loss rate, transfer delay, delay variation (jitter), guaranteed bit rate, and others [39], are often 
found in contractual obligations that bind an operator to a certain level of service performance, 
quality and reliability. A more recent term, “best effort,” is in use by network operators for the 
delivery of up-and-coming services. The term, “best effort” can be regarded as a service without 
QoS guarantees. 
3.1.1.1.1 Quality of Service in LTE 
In a typical scenario, there can be several applications in operation within the user 
equipment (UE) at any time. Each of these applications can have different QoS requirements. For 
example, a UE can be busy executing a VoIP call while a request for browsing a HTTP or FTP 
download is being initiated. It is understandable that VoIP has stricter requirements for QoS in 
terms of delay and delay jitter than web browsing or file transfer. It is also comprehensible that 
any web browsing or file transfer session would necessitate that the packet loss rate should be 
kept to a minimum. In order to provide for different QoS requirements for multiple applications, 
compound bearers are instantiated within the Evolved Packet System (EPS), each being 
associated with a specific QoS. 
Generally, bearers can be categorised into two groups based on the characteristics of the 
QoS [40] they provide: 
• Minimum Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) 
This category of bearers guarantees a particular bit rate. Applications such as 
VoIP fall into this category. Bit rates higher than the specified minimum GBR 
may be allowed for a GBR bearer if resources are available. In such cases, 
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another parameter known as Maximum Bit Rate (MBR), which can also be 
associated with a GBR bearer, defines a upper limit of the bit rate which can be 
expected from a GBR bearer. 
• Non-GBR 
This category of bearers does not guarantee any particular bit rate. These can be 
used for applications such as web browsing or file transfer. For these bearers, 
there is no permanent allocation of bandwidth resource. 
In the access network, responsibility has been allocated to the eNodeB to ensure the 
assignment of the required QoS label for a bearer over the air interface. Each bearer has an 
associated QoS Class Identifier (QCI). 
 
Table 3.1 Standardized QoS Class Identifiers (QCIs) for LTE [41]. 




loss rate Example services 
1 GBR 2 100 10-2 Conversational voice 
2 GBR 4 150 10-3 Conversational video (live 
streaming) 
3 GBR 5 300 10-6 Non-conversational video 
(buffered streaming) 
4 GBR 3 50 10-3 Real time gaming 
5 Non-GBR 1 100 10-6 IMS signalling 
6 Non-GBR 7 100 10-3 Voice, video (live streaming), 
interactive gaming 
7 Non-GBR 6 300 10-6 Video (buffered streaming) 
8 Non-GBR 8 300 10-6 TCP-based (e.g. WWW, 
email) chat, FTP, P2P file 
sharing, progressive video, etc. 
9 Non-GBR 9 300 10-6  
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Each QoS Class Identifier (QCI) has the attributes of priority, a packet delay budget and 
an acceptable packet loss rate. The eNodeB handles the bearer according to the associated QCI 
label. Only a handful of such QCIs labels have been standardized so that vendors can all agree to 
fundamental service characteristics and thus offer the subsequent action, including queue 
management, conditioning and policing strategy. This ensures that, regardless of the 
manufacturers of the eNodeB equipment, the LTE operator can expect a homogeneous strategy to 
handle traffic throughout the network. The Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) in an 
EPS can select attributes from the collection of standardized QCIs provided in Table 3.1 (from 
Section 6.1.7, in [41]). The QCI table details values for the priority handling, acceptable delay 
budget and packet error loss rate for each QCI label. 
3.1.2 User-Centred Approaches: QoP and QoE 
There are two main user-centred approaches: - 
• Quality of Perception (QoP) or User-perceived QoS, 
• Quality of Experience (QoE). 
These two approaches are mainly distinguishable by the type of data collected from users. 
3.1.2.1 Quality of Perception (QoP)  
The Quality of Perception (QoP) approach focuses on the user’s sensitivity to any change 
in the quality above or below an acceptable level. Typically, the Mean Opinion Score (MOS), a 
subjective rating scale, is used to measure the user’s perception of quality. Results of MOS ratings 
of network performance parameters, such as throughput and packet loss for audiovisual QoS for 
communication over IP networks, are summarised in [42]. The MOS method is standardised 
within the ITU, as detailed in [43]. 
3.1.2.2 Quality of Experience (QoE)  
The Quality of Experience (QoE) approach is primarily concerned with understanding the 
outcomes of use by the service subscriber. The Quality of Experience (QoE) is defined in [44] as: 
“The overall acceptability of an application or service, as 
perceived subjectively by the end-user. 
NOTE 1 – Quality of experience includes the complete end-to-
end system effects (client, terminal, network, services 
infrastructure, etc.). 
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NOTE 2 – Overall acceptability may be influenced by user 
expectations and context.” [44] 
The greater part of the work to date on QoE deals with the subjective measurement of the 
user’s experience and QoE is naturally defined from the perspective of user satisfaction [45]. 
Classically, the users report their experience with the service and a measure of their level of 
satisfaction is derived through survey techniques such as interviews, focus groups and 
questionnaires. The quality of data derived from user satisfaction, being a subjective measure of 
the user’s quality of experience, would be more valid and consistent if it was combined with 
objective measures. The user’s ability and effectiveness can be measured objectively at the same 
time as subjective user satisfaction. Objective QoE data may include measures of the 
communication process and the task outcome [46, 47], e.g., the number of communication 
interruptions and the amount of turn-taking.  
This methodology would be more aligned with psychometric research methods which do 
not solely on opinion and self-reported behaviour when objective measures can be collected. 
Quality of Experience
(QoE)













Figure 3.2 QoS and Non-Technical Aspects Affecting QoE. 
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QoE is not just limited to the technical performance of the network. There are various 
non-technical factors that also contribute to the overall perception of the user. Figure 3.2 shows a 
few sample factors which affect the QoE. 
The overall QoE is influenced by how efficiently the telecom operator coordinates the 
entire value chain from the user’s perspective. This value chain comprises the following: 
• Mobile content providers 
• Service and network providers, that is, mobile network operators (MNOs), mobile 
virtual network operators (MVNOs) and mobile Internet service providers (ISPs), 
which are often owned by the operators themselves and transmit the content to the 
user. 
• User device and application software that facilitates the user’s to experience of 
the content. 
• The network infrastructure providers and system integrators who, although not 
seen by the user, enable the above three components in the value chain. 
The QoE value chain is depicted in Figure 3.3. Since everyone in the mobile data service 
value chain has their own personal interest and profits at stake, everyone is focused on optimising 
the user experience. The Mobile Network Operator (MNO), however, has the highest stake. 
Ignoring QoE, when designing a system/service and waiting for users to vote with their loyalty is 
expensive and can have even worse consequences. 
 
End-user device and 
application software
Enable the end-user to 
experience the content
Mobile content providers 
and contents
Mobile content providers 
and originators, 
websites, games, video, 
audio, portals, etc.
Service and network providers
Provide infrastructure and enable 
content transport from content 
providers to mobile users
Network vendors  and system 
integrators
Although not seen by the end-
user, they enable the above three 
entities.
 
Figure 3.3 QoE Value Chain [45]. 
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3.2 Importance of QoE 
Enterprises and network providers that provide superior QoE enjoy a significant 
competitive advantage, while companies that ignore the importance of QoE may suffer 
unnecessary costs, lost revenue and diminished market perception. A survey by a famous 
consulting firm, RightNow Technologies [48], a company that specializes in the 
telecommunications market, suggests that almost 82% of customer defections (‘churning’ to the 
competition) are due to frustration over the product or service and the inability of the 
provider/operator to deal with this effectively [49]. Moreover, this leads to a chain reaction, 
because, on average, one frustrated customer will tell thirteen other people about their bad 
experience [50]. An operator cannot afford to wait for customer complaints to assess the level of 
its service quality. Surveys have shown that for every person who calls with a problem, there are 
another 29 who will never call [50]. About 90% of customers will not complain before defecting; 
they will simply leave (churn) once they become unsatisfied [50]. This churn directly affects the 
profitability and image of the operator, especially if it happens in the early stage of their 
induction. So the only way to prevail in this situation is to devise a strategy to constantly manage 
and improve QoE and QoS. 
QoE and QoS management can be classified in four interdependent categories: - 
• network planning, 
• service and QoS provisioning, 
• QoE and QoS monitoring 
• QoE and QoS optimisation. 
In short, in order to maintain and increase the customer base, it is imperative to give due 
attention to the subjective quality perceived by end-users. 
3.2.1 The Co-Existence of QoS and QoE 
The stakeholders need to be notified immediately if any deficiencies exist in the QoE for 
end-users. The stakeholders must then decide whether to upgrade their infrastructure, policy or 
mechanism of service delivery to achieve a higher QoE level. A QoE measure therefore needs to 
be stated within the technical environment of a communication service, so the stakeholders are 
able to make technically informed decisions. 
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Consequently, QoE should be expressed in QoS terms [51]. In recognition of this, the 
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has provided the definition of QoE in 
[47]: 
“Quality of Experience: the performance of users when 
using what is presented by a communication service or 
application user interface. 
NOTE 1: It takes into account the individual Quality of Services 
and measures the acceptability of a service or application by 
including factors such as usability, utility, fidelity and level of 
support from the application or service provider (e.g. sales, 
delivery, error corrections). 
NOTE 2: Quality of Experience is derived from users' usage of a 
service (see also Quality of Service). 
EXAMPLE: A service provider may conclude that a particular 
communication service with a certain level of Quality of Service 
used for a particular communication situation offers users good 
or very good Quality of Experience as measured by user 














Figure 3.4 The Relation Between Different QoS and QoE Approaches. 
Figure 3.4 expresses the author’s view of QoE as a user-centred approach expressed in 
technical QoS measures based on user experience data from both subjective and objective 
measures. 
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3.3 Measurement of QoE 
Even though QoE is subjective in nature, it is still very necessary to devise a methodology 
to quantify it. Waiting for end-users to vote with their money might turn out to be very expensive 
for network stakeholders. 
When identifying QoE metrics, it is important, at a broad level, to assess the end-user’s 
expectations of any and all of the building blocks in the QoE value chain (see Figure 3.3). There 
could be a wide variety of expectations, but most of these expectations can be grouped under two 
main categories: reliability and quality. 
In this context, reliability is defined as the availability, accessibility and maintainability of 
the services, the network, and/or the end-user device and application software. Quality, on the 
other hand, refers to the quality of the services, the bearer, and/or the end-user device and 
application software features. After having determined the two dimensions according to which 
end-users will review their QoE, it becomes necessary to determine the performance metrics that 
describe these dimensions from the perspective of the network operator. The metrics are listed in 
Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. 
Table 3.2 QoE Key Performance Indicators for Reliability [45]. 
Reliability (service quality of accessibility and retainability) 






Ratio of territory 
under coverage to 
not under coverage 
(%) 
Territory covered within a country. Since the word ‘universal’ 
is an important component of UMTS, it is quite likely that many 
users will find coverage to be an important issue in their 
judgement of quality. Operators should plan their network and 
also their roaming agreements in such a way that they satisfy 
every single segment of users. Global coverage using roaming 




Ratio of refused 
connections of ratio 
of PDP context 
failed to establish in 
first attempt (%) 
Once a user knows that service is available in a particular area, 
it is important that the service is accessible at all times. ‘Please 
try again’ messages are frustrating when one needs to download 




Average call or 
session setup time 
(s) 
If service is accessible at any given time, it is important that the 
call setup or session establishment time to access the service is 








Nothing can be more exasperating than being cut off from the 
service while accessing it. 
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Table 3.3 QoE Key Performance Indicators for Quality [45]. 
Quality (service quality of integrity) 
QoE KPI Most important 
measures 
Explanation 
Quality of session Service application 
layer packet loss 
ratio (%) 
This is a measure of the number of packets lost out of a 
thousand packets sent during a session. Users will always be 
more tolerant of the packet loss in conventions and streaming 
applications than in background and interactive applications. 
For these applications, TCP/IP retransmissions are measured as 
an indication of packet loss and hence delay, lowered 
throughput, high response time and network congestion. 
Bit rate Average bearer bit 
rate achieved as 
ratio of bit rate 
demanded by 
application (%) 
This measure is especially important for conversational, 
streaming and some interactive service applications such as 
interactive gaming. The PDP context allocated bit rate can 
change during the session, as network conditions change or as a 
result of user mobility. Hence looking at the average bit rate 
over a session is important. If the bit rate achieved is lower than 
the encoded bit rate, the user will have a frustrating experience. 
Bit rate variation Bearer stability: bit 
rate variation 
around negotiated 
bit rate (%) 
A user will always prefer a stable bit rate, especially for real 
time and streaming applications. This measure calculates the 






It is normally assumed that an end-user who has a high 
throughput towards his/her mobile will always have a high 
QoE. This assumption holds true for most interactive and 
background class applications and hence it is important to 
include this measure in QoE calculations. However, as was 
pointed out above, in certain applications, as long as the average 
bearer bit rate achieved is higher than the bit rate demanded by 
an application, there will be no perceptible difference in the 





In streaming and some interactive applications, it is important to 
look separately at the average response time. The average 
response time is the time it takes the first packets of information 
to arrive after a request has been sent (provided the PDP context 
has already been established). It does not apply to certain 
applications such as voice and videoconferencing. 
End-to-end delay Average end-to-end 
delay (ms or s) 
End-to-end delay here refers to the time it takes a packet to 
traverse the network and get from host to destination or vice 
versa. Conversational, streaming and certain interactive class 
applications are very much delay-sensitive. A long delay will 
lead to very negative end-user experience. 
Delay variation Jitter (%) Even if delay is minimised, variation in it could lead to poor 
QoE. Hence it is important to factor in the jitter which is the 
standard deviation experienced in the delay times of the packets 
during a particular session. 
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3.3.1 ETSI approach 
ETSI has made a challenging attempt to explain QoS metrics from the user’s perspective 
(QoE) in [52]. The definitions of quality of service strictures and their calculations are based on 
field measurements. This implies that all the measurements were made from the customer 
perspective. It cannot be regarded as a complete specification. The QoE metrics identified and 
grouped in the specifications are in line with the description made in [47]. An illustration of the 
QoE metrics is shown in Figure 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.5 ETSI QoS Parameters From End-User’s Perspective [45]. 
3.3.2 ANSI approach 
ANSI T1.522-2000 [53] states that, being equivalent to legacy conference systems, the 
classes of QoS are sufficient to support business multimedia conferencing on IP networks.. In this 
standard, two baseline conferencing systems are defined [53]: - 
• Tier 1: desktop PC systems. 
• Tier 2: group conference room systems. 
The specification defines the perceptible performance level and the acceptable 
performance level. 
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3.3.3 ITU-T approach 
In G.1010, ITU-T attempts to define a model for multimedia QoS categories from the 
perspective of an end-user [54]. Eight distinct categories have been defined on the basis of the 
user’s expectations from a range of multimedia applications. These categories take into account a 
user’s level of tolerance to information loss and delay. ITU-T Recommendation G.1010 [54] 
indicates suitable performance targets for audio, video and data applications. These targets are 





































































Figure 3.7 Model for User-Centric QoS Categories [54]. 
 
3.4 Discussion on Quality Management Measurement Methods 
Traditionally, for voice communication, the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) method has been 
used for the measurement of the subjective quality of human speech, represented as a rating index 
standardised by the ITU-T in 1996 [55]. The methods described in [55] are not suited for non-
homogeneous environments, which are becoming more and more relevant in technologies of 
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today. The MOS method intrinsically assumes a homogeneous environment, which is clearly not 
the situation when a user is travelling in a train or on a freeway. A user’s perception may not be 
linear in nature so it’s not appropriate to take the average of delays to give a QoE measure. For 
example, some users may have a threshold measure; delays below a certain level are ignored and 
above that may not be tolerated. Another variable could be the difference in perceptions regarding 
small delays throughout the entire process of communication versus a small segment of high 
delay value. 
In order to use simulation to predict network acceptability, it is necessary to calculate a 
QoS figure for each network configuration where this QoS is a good predictor of QoE.  This is a 
problem since, from the literature search presented, there appears to be no QoS measure that 
accounts well for the non-homogeneous communication environment and the non-linear nature of 
human perception. 
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Chapter 4 
Research Rationale & Questions 
Some companies that might have proposed plans to integrate WiMAX technologies into 
their wireless communication networks have recently demonstrated a change of heart regarding 
their choice of technology by announcing that they would complete the task of unleashing a 4G 
network with an alternative technology, LTE [56, 57]. 
At present, more than 20 mobile operators, which represent more than 1.8 billion of the 
total 3.5 billion mobile subscribers in the world, have already made a commitment to LTE. As a 
result, more than 32 million LTE subscribers are predicted by 2013 [58]. 
Due to the high cost of implementing any new wireless technology in a real world 
environment, simulators provide a vital alternative for carrying out inexpensive and repeatable 
estimations prior to any actual deployment. 
During any deployment of new mobile communication systems, early accurate system 
level simulations are of extreme importance in estimating the performance of the network as a 
whole [59-61]. It would not be practical to take into consideration any individual parts of the 
protocol stack, such as link-aware radio resource management. For example, the MIMO mode and 
the modulation and coding scheme to be used are determined by the scheduler, which is a 
distinctive system level aspect, whereas link-level performance is strongly impacted by choosing 
the best modes at all times. In particular, real-time simulations are of great interest, as statistical 
evaluation of offline simulations may also obscure many details [62, 63]. 
In this framework, accurate and efficient emulation of the lowest level, the link-level or 
physical-level, is very important, since a full-scale simulation on standard workstations is 
typically very expensive computationally, thus slowing down the simulation of the overall system. 
4.1 Rationale for Simulating Mobility QoE for LTE Users 
During the process of network cell planning, the physical parameters of a lower level are 
mapped to a higher level. This gives an idea of the quality of service as it is perceived by the user. 
A hierarchical mapping of this approach [64] is shown in Figure 4.1 
At each layer of the hierarchy, the system performance is measured by different 
parameters. The lowest level evaluates the channel propagation characteristics such as path loss, 
channel delay spread, statistics related to fading through propagation models, and terrain database. 
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Therefore, geographically aware simulation tools that take into account the changes in the terrain, 
urban/suburban path-losses and interference patterns would prove valuable to network operators. 
A key simulation factor that influences the performance of mobile User Equipments 
(UEs) is the mobility pattern, also known as the mobility model [65]. Mobility models determine 
the position of nodes within the network layout at any given moment. This directly impacts 
network connectivity. The current mobility models, used in popular simulators such as NS-2 [66] 
and OPNET Modeller [67], largely ignore real world constraints such as how roads or railway 
track are laid out. As a consequence, the simulation results are unlikely to be a good predictor of 
protocol performance in the real world. For example, the conventional Random-Waypoint (RW) 
[68] model assumes that nodes can move about in a Region of Interest (ROI) without any 
obstacles in the way. In contrast, subscriber movement in an urban environment is mostly 
constrained by the layout of roads, intersections with traffic signals, buildings, and other 
obstacles. Other recent efforts at building mobility prototypes [68, 69] do not consider factors 
specific to urban environments. 
 
Air interface Multiple access
















Figure 4.1 Mapping the Physical Layer Parameters to the User's Perceived Quality[64]. 
Refinement of all LTE features is of significant value for both the industry and the 
academic world. It is important to note that, to date, a complete system level simulator is not 
available for these communities. Some commercially available simulators are available which the 
vendors are not yet ready to share at the nascent stage of the roll-out of LTE technology. 
Commercially available LTE Simulators include ones from Aricent [59], Steepest Ascent Ltd 
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[61], mimoOn GmbH [60], OPNET [67], Anritsu [70], Aeroflex [71], NetHawk [72], and nomor 
research [73]. These simulators can be purchased using a commercial licence and their source-
codes are not available in the public domain. 
The first initiative towards the development of an open-source LTE simulator was a 
Matlab-based tool by a group of researchers at The Institute of Communications and Radio-
Frequency Engineering, Vienna University of Technology, Austria. The simulator was open-
source and freely available for educational and research purposes under the MIT [74] and GNU 
Lesser General Public [75] Licenses. This Matlab-based LTE simulator [76] used a standard 
compliant LTE downlink physical layer with Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC), multiple 
users, Multiple Input and Multiple Output (MIMO) transmission and scheduling methods. 
Unfortunately, although it was open-source and was free of cost, it did not consider relevant 
aspects of LTE simulation, such as realistic applications, a complete LTE protocol stack, and 
multi-cell environments with uplink flows. Later on, another Matlab-based LTE System Level 
Simulator [77] was proposed as a supplement to the previous one in order to support cell 
planning, scheduling, and interference. However, it lacked a complete LTE protocol stack, uplink 


























Figure 4.2 Schematic Block Diagram of the LTE System Level Simulator [77]. 
Another comparable open-source LTE Simulator has been the contribution from 
Telematics Lab, Italy. Their simulator is known as “LTE-Sim” [78]. It is an open-source 
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framework which simulates LTE networks. It encompasses several aspects of LTE networks, 
including both the E-UTRAN and the EPC. It supports single and multi-cell environments, QoS 
management, multi-user environment, user mobility, handover procedures, and frequency reuse 
techniques. Three kinds of network nodes are modelled: User Equipments (UEs), Evolved Node B 
(eNodeB) and Mobility Management Entity/Gateway (MME/GW). Four different traffic 
generators at the application layer have been implemented and the management of the data radio 
bearer is supported. Also, well-known scheduling strategies (such as Proportional Fair, Modified 
Largest Weighted Delay First, and Exponential Proportional Fair), Adaptive Modulation and 
Coding (AMC) scheme, Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) feedback, frequency reuse techniques, 
and models for the physical layer have also been developed. 
4.2 Research Questions 
After an in-depth analysis of the literature survey, several important issues have surfaced 
which question the availability of open-source simulators to model the realistic network layout in 
LTE and whether a simplified paradigm of mobile user’s QoE exists in an LTE network. This 
thesis endeavours to answer the following questions: 
a) Is it possible to develop a QoS measure for a non-homogeneous mobile 
environment in which the QoS maps well with a user’s QoE? 
b) Is it possible to reduce the number of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) required 
to predict QoE? Ideally a small number of QoS parameters would be used to 
predict QoE. 
c) Is it possible to compare the technical efficiency of different asset arrangements 
(QoS) to evaluate a user’s QoE for a total session, especially on a freeway or train 
journey? 
It would be of significant technical value to assign a Single Figure of Merit 
(SFOM) to pre-defined paths, which would be an indicator of a subscriber’s 
overall satisfaction with the quality of the network during the course of a journey. 
Such a provision would be very useful for radio network planners. Network 
planners would then be able to perform analysis on the network layout and make 
adjustments to the number of eNodeBs, number of antennas on each eNodeB; 
antenna vector orientation, antenna down-tilt, and the power being supplied to the 
antennas, in order to achieve an overall improved user satisfaction with minimal 
assets. 
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4.3 Prerequisite Work Items 
To facilitate answering the research questions mentioned in section 4.2, the following 
important features need to be added to the Matlab-based System Level Simulator: 
• Extending the Matlab-based LTE System Level simulator [77] enabling it to 
implement linear or curved networks layouts, e.g. linear highway or beach front. 
• Creating new walking models: The behaviour of crowds cannot be adequately 
predicted by the existing walking models such as the Random Walk (RW) model 
described in [68, 77, 79], the `static,' `small scale movement', ‘walking indoor,' 
models described in [80] and the neighbourhood mobility models such as 
'outdoor,' 'corridor,' and 'in-apartment,' described in [81]. Walking models are 
needed that would simulate many UEs converging at one point or many UEs 
moving together from one point in the ROI to another. Network planners have to 
deal constantly with situations such as people gathering or leaving a sports arena 
or a trainload of people moving from one point to another. It is important to be 
able to understand the behaviour, the expectations from the network and the 
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Chapter 5 
Methodology 
5.1 Chosen LTE Simulator 
In order to develop solutions to the research questions, it is necessary to have an open-
source LTE simulator which can be enhanced by adding the new and novel QoS algorithms. The 
first available open-source LTE System level simulator [77] is a very impressive tool, and in fact, 
the only open-source simulator available when work was initiated on this thesis. The availability 
of its source code allows its results to be cross-checked and validated by researchers to compare 
algorithms in a standardized system. It also allows corrections and enhancements to be added. 
Since it is at a very nascent stage of its development, certain methods, especially the ones dealing 
with the layout of the network, are in need of more refinement. Currently, it relies on fixed 
network scenarios, without any terrain information. The LTE Base Transceiver Station (BTS), 
also referred as enhanced Node-B (eNodeB), is only projected in a hexagonal grid pattern. Six 
eNodeBs form the vertices of the hexagon, and one additional node as the central node, thus 
forming one hexagonal ring with a central node. The user can specify the number of rings as 
required for the simulation. In real life situations, there are few cases in which this would be 
practical. There are many examples where this hexagonal layout (ring layout) may not be feasible, 
e.g. beach front, along the highway, and mountainous terrain. 
The development of the simulator is modular and the system hopes to offer the possibility 
of integrating network layouts from various other network planning tools in the future. However, 
this may not be as simple as envisaged, since many proceeding calculations rely on the 
assumption that the eNodeBs within the network are in a hexagonal grid, as shown in Figure 5.1 
By running the simulation tool using its default values, the user-set number of User 
Equipments (UEs) is anticipated to exist only in a target sector of one particular eNodeB in 
consideration, usually the central node of the entire Region of Interest (ROI). However, one 
particular parameter is provided which, by changing its boolean value, results in the given number 
of UEs existing in all of the sectors of all eNodeBs. As a consequence, the simulation becomes 
costly in terms of time. 
All the antennas of the eNodeBs within the specified number of rings are transmitting at 
an identical power. The macroscopic fading pattern can be observed in Figure 5.2. The scope of 
calculations is confined to the target sector only, while the remaining eNodeBs only act as 
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interferers for the UEs in that sector. The target sector macroscopic fading pattern can be seen in 
Figure 5.3. 
The calculation for the macro cell propagation model for an urban area conforms to the 
scenario specifications of urban and suburban areas as highlighted in the 3GPP TR 36.942 [82]. 
 
Figure 5.1 Hexagonal Ring Layout (7 eNodeBs). 
 
Figure 5.2 Region of Interest (ROI), Signal to Interference Ratio (SINR). 
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Figure 5.3 Target Sector Channel Quality Indexes (CQIs). 
5.2 Contribution to the Matlab-Based System Level Simulator 
In any mobile communication system, such as LTE systems, the physical network 
environment is intended to be serviced by radio base transceiver stations (BTS’s) or eNodeBs in 
the case of LTE [83]. The coverage of a single radio attached to an eNodeB is referred to as a cell. 
A mobile user or user equipment (UE) moves from one cell to another. Most mobile 
communication system performance studies [79] assume that the cells are configured as a 
hexagonal network given in Figure 5.4 or a mesh network given in Figure 5.5. 
 
Figure 5.4 Hexagonal Cell Structure [79]. 
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Figure 5.5 Mesh Cell Structure [79]. 
The simulator as provided could not answer the research questions posed and so it was 
necessary to correct problems and add enhancements. Features were added to the source base and 
can be found in [84]: - 
5.2.1 Pragmatic Network Layouts 
The Matlab-based LTE System Level Simulator [77] assumes the conventional hexagonal 
network arrangement of eNodeBs. But there are situations in which the network operator may 
choose to implement non-hexagonal network layouts. The research question aims to investigate 
freeway and train travel and so this hexagonal limitation is not supportable. We intend to 
demonstrate that a linear arrangement of eNodeBs offering coverage to UEs roving in a linear 
direction is of significant value to network operators in implementing networks across a linear 
highway or a beach front. 
The approach to solving the problem was to purge the creation of eNodeBs as it occurs 
within the function “LTE_init_create_eNodeBs.” An alternate desirable approach, which would 
create the eNodeBs in a customisable manner, could also be adopted. Unfortunately, this was not 
successful, as the simulator had problems plotting the network when the hexagonal ring (7 Nodes) 
was incomplete. An explanation for this is that by reducing the physical area of the network from 
seven eNodeBs to 3 eNodeBs, the simulation's expected area of interest is comparably reduced 
and consequently skewed as shown in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6 Skewed Plot of the ROI. 
A subsequent approach to solving this problem was to diffuse the transmitting power of 
the antennas attached to the eNodeBs, even after they had been created. This approach was 
adopted as it would not impede the consequential calculations which are based on the hexagonal 
ring (7 eNodeBs). Thus the hexagonal structure and physical calculation would remain intact but 
the unwanted interfering eNodeBs would be virtually ineffective. 
There were many functions which depended heavily upon the assumption that the 
eNodeBs were positioned in a hexagonal layout, e.g. the function which calculates the 
neighbouring eNodeBs. At a later stage of this research, the inter-dependencies were unlocked to 
have the freedom of completely arbitrary network arrangements for the eNodeBs. This proved to 
be a difficult task requiring changes to many facets of the simulator. 
5.2.2 Walking Model 
To investigate the UE movements is an arduous task in mobile telecommunication 
systems. Cross-discipline methodologies and mechanisms have helped to address these problems. 
The methodologies and mechanisms used have facilitated the introduction of more flexible 
algorithms. Among these mechanisms, random walk techniques have attracted considerable 
interest in numerous research efforts. For example, starting from a particular cell, the destination 
cell of an UE after movements is determined in [85]. Another example is given in [86], which 
presents probabilistic models on how many steps a UE should take to leave a region. 
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However, there are certain situations in which the UE movements may be randomised 
according to time, but the direction remains uniform. An example would be the case in which cars 
are moving in an unchanging direction on a highway. Another example would be masses of 
people onboard a train, moving from one location to another. The direction remains unchanged or 
confined to roads or train tracks, but traffic density may be randomised over time. There are also 
certain special events during which the traffic loads can be predicted, e.g., high density traffic 
movement during peak rush hours when people travel from residential areas to the central 
business district in the morning and vice versa in the evening. 
Network operators need to be able to simulate such special events to cater to large 
amounts of traffic movement. 
This thesis has implemented two novel special event walking models, named as: 
“Starburst Walking Model” (e.g. people gathering or leaving a sporting arena) and the “Trainload 
Walking Model” (e.g. trainload of people moving from one point to another) which are a novel 
addition to the mobility management aspects of the simulator. 
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Figure 5.7 Pseudo-Code Starburst Walking Model 
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Figure 5.8 Pseudo-Code Trainload Walking Model 
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5.2.3 Hand-off Procedure 
Network planners should take special events into consideration, like the convergence of 
masses at one location, leaving a particular location, and moving from one cell to another cell. 
And with the considerable developing interest in high speed transport systems, e.g. bullet trains, 
this phenomenon of a large number of UEs leaping from one cell to another cell would happen at 




Figure 5.9 Intra-MME/Serving Gateway Handover [30]. 
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The original Matlab simulator was investigated for mobility management procedures and 
it was found that there was no ability to hand-off a UE to a neighbouring eNodeBs within the 
same MME (localised handover). The simulator was modified to implement the hand-off 
procedure and the selection of the serving eNodeB on the basis of a superior SINR value at that 
particular position. Currently in LTE, only hard hand-off is supported. 
The handover procedure in LTE has been described in detail in the Technical 
Specification document TS 36.300 [21]. Figure 5.9 illustrates the process of handover in LTE. 
Making these changes to the simulator was a very difficult task given the complexity of the 
handover algorithm and the way it is spread across several entities. 
5.3 Calculating a Single Figure of Merit (SFOM) 
It is usual practice to predict user satisfaction, e.g., a VoIP user’s satisfaction could be 
predicted from the number of delayed and lost frames [87]. For conversational video users, use of 
the same measurement system can still be reasonable given the requirement of synchronizing 
video with the voice service. The approach adopted by [88] uses a model that establishes a 
relationship between bit-rate, delay/loss rate, and a person’s opinion of video quality [89]. Given 
the minimum required Mean Opinion Score (MOS) and a video bit-rate, the model [88] gives the 
maximum allowed loss/delay rate. For web users, throughput is the most critical metric. The aim 
is have a QoS which can be calculated from network performance figures that map onto a user’s 
QoE. 
Existing methodologies assume that a session is homogeneous in nature and there are no 
variations within a session. This is simply not true of most mobile sessions, especially for the 
Starburst, Trainload or Random trip scenarios. 
In this study, user satisfaction criteria are based on the four service types from [88]. The 
number of users that can be scheduled in any given Transmission Time Interval (TTI) is limited 
by the number of accessible Resource Blocks (RBs) in the frequency band (e.g., 25 in the 5MHz 
band) and the total power supplied to the system. There may be some other limitations, such as 
the number of accessible control channels, which inflict added constraints on network capacity. In 
addition, all users in a particular cell share the available resources in time and the amount of 
assigned resources to each user is established by the scheduler in use. 
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Let N  be the number of users in the cell and n  denote the number of users scheduled at 
every TTI (or the number of control channels). Then, the maximum amount of data that can be 

















where, maxd  is the maximum scheduling delay, s  is the average packet size of the 
running service and ∆  is the TTI length. Note that the brackets    represent the ceiling 
function. 
If user i  is running two services concurrently during time interval T , the two services 
have average packet transmission rates of 1f  and 2f , and average packet sizes of 1s  and 2s  






















The ratio between the data available for transmission and the scheduled data should not 
exceed 1)1( −− ε , where ε  is the maximum ratio of delayed and lost packets with which the 
service quality perceived by a user is still satisfactory. A user is considered to be satisfied [88]: 
• with the VoIP service, if the experienced ratio of lost and end-to-end delayed 
frames is at most 2%. 
• with the video service, if the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) for the video session is 
at least 3.0. 
• with mobile TV streaming, if the MOS given by the Video Streaming Quality 
Index (VSQI) model is at least 3.0. 
• with a web-browsing session (TCP download), if the experienced throughput is at 
least 300 kbps. 
The term “delayed packet” refers to the packets which experience a delay larger than a 
threshold of satisfaction for each service. For difference services, the thresholds are also different. 
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The methodology proposed by [88] is only for instantaneous analysis and the results 
apply to just a particular point in time. For the purpose of network planning, this needs to be 
extended to multiple points for the duration of the entire journey, such as a train or freeway path. 
Below is a pseudo-code of our proposed algorithm which goes in the main simulation loop of the 
Matlab-based LTE System Level Simulator. This algorithm will collect the data necessary to 
investigate a variety of SFOM metrics. 
There are a number of different methodologies used to consolidate the satisfaction scores 
at multiple points into a SFOM, e.g., taking the Root Mean Square (RMS). However, it is human 
nature to remember bad events within even a mostly satisfactory performance [49]. So any 
averaging metric is not suitable as it can conceal these bad events within many good events. We 
propose a simple metric that is easy to calculate and that mimics the human dissatisfaction level 
of user experience: the Crest Factor (CF). This is the ratio of the peak value to the RMS value. 
Any bad events will directly affect the quality of experience. Another reason for selecting the CF 
was its computationally simplicity. 
When simulating multiple users, the characteristics of each user should be a close match 
to real life users. In particular, the traffic levels from each user should vary to match the pragmatic 
spread from real life users. This information would be available from the network carrier’s own 
data records. 
01 for each simulated TTI do {
02 move UE(i) one step forward
03 if UE(i) outside ROI then {
04 reallocate UE randomly in ROI
05 }
06 else if UE(i) is out of coverage area of its serving eNodeB then {
07 handover UE(i) to eNodeB serving at that location
08 }
09 for each eNodeB do {
10 receive feedback from all attached UEs
11 schedule all attached users
12 }
13 for each UE do {
14 1- channel state -> link quality model -> SINR
15 2- SINR, MCS -> link performance model -> BLER
16 3- send UE feedback




Figure 5.10 Pseudo-Code Detailing Functions of the Simulator’s Main Loop. 
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While the CF appears to be an appropriate metric for the entire journey of a single user, a 
scheme to aggregate multiple journeys is less clear as any method must reflect on the Quality of 
Service (QoS) policies of the network carrier, e.g., a premium subscription plan may aim to give 
excellent service to all users on every trip in which case a CF approach would be appropriate. A 
low-priced subscription plan may trade off network availability against price and so an averaging 
metric may be a better choice. In the results section that follows, we will present both Crest Factor 






























As mentioned earlier, the selection of method for combining UOSS from multiple users 
would have to depend on the Quality of Service (QoS) policies of the network carrier. The 
methods discussed in our methodology were: 
a) Threshold Approach: The threshold technique is probably the simplest method 
of data segmentation. A threshold level may be defined at the beginning of any 
assessment. As long as the user’s reported satisfaction score remains above the 
threshold level, the QoE can be termed as satisfactory. However, the moment that 
scores dip below the threshold level, the entire data-set may be rejected as being 


















The threshold method is too harsh, since one significant bad event can skew the 
entire evaluation process, even if the satisfaction level with the remaining portion 
of the journey was well above satisfactory. 
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b) Crest Factor Approach: This approach is more suitable to a network operator 
aiming to deliver first-rate service to all users on every journey for its premium 
subscribers, because the Crest Factor approach is particularly sensitive to sudden 
drops in score. 
Using (4), the Single Figure of Merit (SFOM) from each User’s Overall 








c) Averaging Approach: This approach may be adopted by a network operator who 
desires to trade off network availability for its users in favour of inexpensive 
subscription plans. The averaging approach conceals events of sudden fall in 
UOSS. Users should be conscious that they have chosen a low-priced option and 
be willing to bear a non-perfect experience 
Using (5), the Single Figure of Merit (SFOM) from each User’s Overall 












One critical weakness of this approach is that it obscures certain significant 
events. For example, within the data set being evaluated, there may be some 
infrequent events of momentous dissatisfaction. But when they are amalgamated 
with the majority of high-quality events, the dissatisfaction events might go 
undetected. 
5.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has proposed a QoS metric for mobile users that takes into account both the 
non-homogeneous nature of the mobile environment and one that may take into account the 
nature of human psychology in remembering bad events more than good events. The algorithm 
was extended to aggregate several user experiences over the same path to generate a Single Figure 
Of Merit for that path given a particular network configuration. This has effectively addressed the 
research questions: 
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a) Is it possible to develop a QoS measure for a non-homogeneous mobile 
environment where this QoS maps well onto a user’s QoE? 
Yes. The Crest Factor approach and summative methods described are a better 
predictor of QoE than existing QoS metrics. 
b) Is it possible to reduce the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) required to predict 
QoE? Ideally a small number of QoS parameters can be used to predict QoE. 
Yes. Only a few parameters are required to generate the QoS figure. The number 
of key parameters to evaluate the user’s QoE has been reduced from eleven to 
eight. Following is the list of metrics chosen, with detailed reasoning for each 
choice: 
Average packet size 
A larger packet size delivers greater efficiency since each packet is able 
to carry more data payload, while protocol overheads, such as headers or 
underlying per-packet delays, remain fixed. The resulting efficiency is 
significantly improved as it translates to improvement in bulk protocol 
throughput. A larger packet size also requires processing of fewer packets 
for the same amount of data. In some systems, per-packet-processing can 
be a critical performance limitation, for example in the case of the 
processing power of mobile UE handsets. 
a. Average packet transmission rate 
The average rate of transmission or the effective speed of transmission is 
the rate at which information is processed by a transmission facility. The 
effective transmission rate is calculated as the measured number of units 
of data, such as bits, characters, blocks, or frames, transmitted during a 
significant measurement time interval divided by the measurement time 
interval (Section 5.4. b. c). The effective transmission rate is usually 
expressed as the number of units of data per unit time, such as bits per 
second or characters per second [90].  
b. Time duration of observation 
Time duration of observation is the length of time during which the 
samples are collected or observed for assessment. It affects any 
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simulation outcome considerably. As mentioned in the previous 
paragraph, the average packet transmission rate is calculated on the basis 
of the duration of observation. 
c. Maximum scheduling delay 
Schedule delay is a term which refers to a difference between the desired 
time of arrival or departure and the actual time. In a waited queue 
implementation, it is the amount of time delay during which the packet is 
offered to the system and the system actually takes appropriate action on 
it. It is dependent on the scheduling mechanism in use, for example, Best 
CQI, Proportional Fair, Round Robin etc. 
d. Transmit Time Interval (TTI) 
TTI, Transmission Time Interval, is a parameter related to the 
encapsulation of data from higher layers into frames for transmission on 
the radio link layer. TTI refers to the length of an independently 
decodable transmission on the radio link. The TTI is related to the size of 
the data blocks passed from the higher network layers to the radio link 
layer. 
e. Number of users in a cell 
The number of users in a single particular cell directly affects the 
technical capacity being offered to the each user, thereby directly 
affecting the QoE of the individual user. 
f. Number of users scheduled in a TTI 
The number of users that can be scheduled in any given Transmission 
Time Interval (TTI) is limited by the number of accessible Resource 
Blocks (RBs) in the frequency band (e.g., 25 in the 5MHz band) and the 
total power supplied to the system. 
g. Maximum ratio of delayed and lost packets 
In wireless transmission, there is no mechanism which, absolutely 
guarantees that the packets will not be lost or that they will not arrive in 
incorrect sequential order. The UE receiver would then have to 
restructure IP packets that may be out of order, delayed or missing while 
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ensuring the proper time consistency of the applications. A metric 
defining the maximum tolerable delay or loss of packets with which the 
service quality perceived by a user would still be satisfactory was 
necessary. 
c) Is it possible to compare the technical efficiency of different asset arrangements 
(QoS) to evaluate a user’s QoE for a total session, especially on a freeway or train 
journey? 
The algorithms proposed generate a Single Figure of Merit (SFOM) based on the 
network’s Quality of Service (QoS) for a given path in a non-homogeneous 
environment. Network parameters can be changed and the simulation re-run. If 
the configuration is excellent, then the SFOM will be superior. In this way, 
network configurations can be varied and the best outcome can be chosen for 
implementation. 
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Chapter 6 
Experimental Results 
6.1 Contribution to Source Code 
The suggested methodology of diffusing the transmitting power of the antennas attached 
to the eNodeBs after their creation was successful, but had one limitation. The recommended 
approach was further extended to permit only single vector activation of the eNodeBs deployed in 
a linear configuration. In order to provide coverage to the UEs present in the frontage region, an 
illustration of a linear highway scenario is show in Figure 6.1. 
 
Figure 6.1 Macroscopic Fading Plot for Three eNodeBs Positioned Linearly. 
Figure 6.1 simulates a linear arrangement of eNodeBs as found along a highway. This 
arrangement would not be possible using the unaltered simulator. A network operator can thus 
examine the macroscopic fading patterns and conclude an optimal arrangement of the minimal 
eNodeBs needed to provide coverage to the particular region of interest. This shows that the 
modifications we have made to the simulator provide useful guidance to real network planners 
and also offer Capital Expenditure (CAPEX), and Operational Expenditure (OPEX) savings. 
Importantly, this is a step along the way to answering research questions regarding freeway and 
train journeys. It was then discovered that in the original simulator the only available walking 
model was faulty. The UEs only did a static-walk. They moved forward and then in the next 
instant, moved backward to the origin. This minute change in position was not adequate for 
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simulating special mobility scenarios. These faulty models have been corrected and the “Starburst 
Walking Model” (e.g. people gathering or leaving a sporting arena) and the “Trainload Walking 
Model” (e.g. trainload of people moving from one point to another) special event walking models 
have been implemented, which are a novel addition. 
Once this was achieved, the mobility of the UEs across the entire region of interest had to 
be addressed, since the original simulator lacked the facility to hand-off a UE to neighbouring 
eNodeBs. This was successfully implemented and the selection of the serving eNodeB is made on 
the basis of a superior SINR value at that particular position. 
6.2 SFOM Algorithm 
This section shows six scenarios where the new SFOM algorithm is used.  The results are 
discussed and compared in the next sub-section. The SFOM algorithm mentioned in Section 5.3 
was successfully integrated into the Matlab-based System Level Simulator. Figure 6.3 shows the 
Region of Interest (ROI) for the test network and indicates the path to be traversed by a single 
user. 
Figure 6.2 represents the throughput achieved and the Block Error Rate (BLER) 
experienced by the user equipment UE-1 during the course of the 250 Transmit Time Intervals 


















































Figure 6.2 Throughput Achieved and BLER Experienced by UE-1. 
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Table 6.1 details the configuration parameters used to simulate the various scenarios 
detailed in the coming sections. 
Table 6.1 Configuration Parameters Used. 
Parameter Value 
Frequency 2.0 GHz 
Bandwidth 5MHz 
Thermal noise density -174 dBm/Hz 
Receiver noise figure 9 dB [6] 
nTX x nRX antennas 2 x 2 
TX mode TxD and OLSM 
Simulation length 250 TTIs 
Number of simulations 200  per scenario 
Inter eNodeB distance 500m 
Minimum Coupling Loss 70 dB [82] 
Macroscopic pathloss 128.1 + 37.6 Log10(R) [10] 
Shadow fading lognormal, space-correlated [91], µ = 0, σ = 10(dB) 
Shadow fading correlation Inter-site: 0.5, Intra-site: 1 [82] 
eNodeB TX power 43 dBm [82] 
Microscale fading PedB uncorrelated, time-correlated [92] 



















2θθ , 180180 ≤≤− θ  
[82] 
BS antenna gain 15 DBi [82] 
Scheduler Best CQI 
Subcarrier averaging algorithm EESM 
Uplink delay 3 TTIs 
Network Arrangement Hexagonal 
Selective Antenna FALSE 
Use UE initial position TRUE 
General initial position [500 0] 
UE Walking Model Trainload Walking Model 
UE speed 5 KM/h 
Handoff decision method Cell Assignment 
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Figure 6.3 Region of Interest (ROI) – Single User Journey. 
The user’s satisfaction scores tend to decrease only when a user is requesting resources 
and that request is not being acknowledged. Poor scores also occur when the rate of packets being 
delayed or lost is exceptionally high. Figure 6.2, shows that the suddenly receding throughput 
from 50 TTI to 95 TTI annoys the user and that will be remembered rather than the good 
throughput. Clearly, improvement in the delivered throughput consequently achieves improved 
user satisfaction. For some parts of the graph, the user’s throughput is decreasing, but the user’s 
satisfaction is not deteriorating at the same rate. This is due to the fact that the user at this instant 



























Figure 6.4 UE-1’s User Satisfaction Score (USS) Plot. 
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6.2.1 Scenario 1 – Linear Layout of eNodeBs, Trainload Model 
As a first case in point, Scenario 1 simulates multiple users equipment (5 UEs) using two 
different streams with different traffic levels, travelling from one point to another as a group. This 
is an example of the “Trainload Walking Model” and is illustrated in Figure 6.5. This particular 
scenario helps to study special case events, when a large mass of people travel collectively from 
one location to another. Three eNodeBs (each with three antennas mounted) are positioned 
linearly along the UEs direction of travel. Figure 6.6 represents the radio coverage plots of the 
entire Region of Interest (ROI). The arrow indicates the direction of travel. 
 
Figure 6.5 Region of Interest (ROI) – Scenario 1. 
 
Figure 6.6 Macroscopic Fading Plot - Scenario 1. 
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Table 6.2 outlines the individual User’s Overall Satisfaction Score (UOSS) computed 
from simulating Scenario 1. 












User’s R.M.S Satisfaction Score 
rmsUSS  
50.82 25.06 28.83 10.75 11.97 
User’s Peak Satisfaction Score 
peakUSS  
130.07 67.50 99.06 42.90 34.58 







2.55 2.69 3.43 3.99 2.88 
 
Calculating the SFOM for all users, using (7) and (8) gives 26.1=CFSFOM  and 
10.3=avgSFOM   
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6.2.2 Scenario 2 – Polygon Layout of eNodeBs, Trainload Model 
Scenario 2 simulates a situation similar to Scenario 1, but with a slightly modified 
network layout. Whereas in Scenario 1, there were three eNodeBs (each with 3 antennas 
mounted), this scenario makes use of five eNodeBs with just one antenna focused on giving 
coverage to the path to be traversed. This is an example of the “Trainload Walking Model” 
utilising a minimal number of assets, and is illustrated in Figure 6.7. Figure 6.8 represents the 
radio coverage plots of the entire Region of Interest (ROI). The arrow indicates the travel 
direction of the five users. 
 
Figure 6.7 Region of Interest (ROI) – Scenario 2. 
 
Figure 6.8 Macroscopic Fading Plot - Scenario 2. 
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Table 6.3 outlines the individual User’s Overall Satisfaction Score (UOSS) computed 
from simulating Scenario 2. 












User’s R.M.S Satisfaction Score 
rmsUSS  
22.56 35.83 38.96 41.76 39.50 
User’s Peak Satisfaction Score 
peakUSS  
73.02 101.67 151.08 124.90 105.67 







3.23 2.83 3.87 2.99 2.67 
 
Calculating the SFOM for all users, using (7) and (8) gives 23.1=CFSFOM  and 
14.3=avgSFOM   
A comparative analysis of Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 will be made later in this chapter. 
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6.2.3 Scenario 3 – Hexagonal Layout of eNodeBs, Known Paths, Starburst Model 
Figure 6.9 represents the network scenario of a hexagonal layout of eNodeBs (7 
eNodeBs). Five users are situated at the central point of the region of interest. Each of these users 
is using two different streams with different traffic levels, travelling away from the centre along 
known paths. The arrows indicate the path traversed by the five users. This is an example of a 
situation in which users might have gathered for an event and are moving out in a starburst 
fashion but on fixed known paths. Figure 6.10 represents the radio coverage plots of the entire 
Region of Interest (ROI). 
 
Figure 6.9 Region of Interest (ROI) – Scenario 3. 
 
Figure 6.10 Macroscopic Fading Plot - Scenario 3. 
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Table 6.4 outlines the individual User’s Overall Satisfaction Score (UOSS) computed 
from simulating Scenario 3. 












User’s R.M.S Satisfaction Score 
rmsUSS  
37.11 11.90 44.00 40.02 42.81 
User’s Peak Satisfaction Score 
peakUSS  
81.07 18.33 78.24 88.49 94.30 







2.18 1.54 1.77 2.21 2.20 
 
Calculating the SFOM for all users, using (7) and (8) gives 10.1=CFSFOM  and 
98.1=avgSFOM  
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6.2.4 Scenario 4 – Linear Layout of eNodeBs, Known Paths, Starburst Model 
Scenario 4 simulates a situation similar to Scenario 3, but with a another slightly modified 
network layout. Whereas in Scenario 3, there was a hexagonal structure of seven eNodeBs (each 
with three antennas mounted), this particular scenario makes use of three eNodeBs, each having 
three antennas. This scenario is an example of the “Starburst Walking Model” of the UEs along 
known paths, and utilising a minimal number of assets, as illustrated in Figure 6.11. Figure 6.12 
represents the radio coverage plots of the entire Region of Interest (ROI). The arrow indicates the 
direction of travel of the five users. 
 
Figure 6.11 Region of Interest (ROI) – Scenario 4. 
 
Figure 6.12 Macroscopic Fading Plot - Scenario 4. 
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Table 6.5 outlines the individual User’s Overall Satisfaction Score (UOSS) computed 
from simulating Scenario 4. 












User’s R.M.S Satisfaction Score 
rmsUSS  
37.68 38.44 44.08 52.80 50.19 
User’s Peak Satisfaction Score 
peakUSS  
72.98 65.21 82.88 97.86 83.13 







1.93 1.69 1.87 1.85 1.65 
 
Calculating the SFOM for all users, using (7) and (8) gives 07.1=CFSFOM  and 
80.1=avgSFOM  
A comparative analysis of Scenario 3 and Scenario 4 will be made later in this chapter. 
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6.2.5 Scenario 5 – Hexagonal Layout of eNodeBs, Random Paths Starburst Model 
Figure 6.13 represents a network scenario of a hexagonal layout of eNodeBs (seven 
eNodeBs). Five users are situated at the central point of the region of interest. Each of these users 
is using two different streams with different traffic levels, travelling away from the centre along 
random paths. The arrows indicate the path traversed by the five users. This is an example of a 
situation in which, users might have gathered for an event and are moving out in random 
directions. Figure 6.14 represents the radio coverage plots of the entire Region of Interest (ROI). 
 
Figure 6.13 Region of Interest (ROI) – Scenario 5. 
 
Figure 6.14 Macroscopic Fading Plot - Scenario 5. 
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Table 6.6 outlines the individual User’s Overall Satisfaction Score (UOSS) computed 
from simulating Scenario 5. 












User’s R.M.S Satisfaction Score 
rmsUSS  
7.10 16.67 36.08 55.89 18.73 
User’s Peak Satisfaction Score 
peakUSS  
11.33 36.63 61.80 105.33 33.19 







1.59 2.1 1.7 1.88 1.77 
 
Calculating the SFOM for all users, using (7) and (8) gives 19.1=CFSFOM  and 
83.1=avgSFOM  
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6.2.6 Scenario 6 – Linear Layout of eNodeBs, Random Paths, Starburst Model 
Scenario 6 simulates a situation similar to Scenario 5, but with a slightly modified layout 
of the network. Whereas in Scenario 5, there was a hexagonal structure of seven eNodeBs (each 
with three antennas mounted), this particular scenario makes use of three eNodeBs each having 
three antennas each. This is an example of the “Starburst Walking Model” of the UEs along 
random paths rather than the known paths of Scenario 4, and utilising a minimal number of assets 
as illustrated in Figure 6.15. Figure 6.16 represents the radio coverage plots of the entire Region 
of Interest (ROI). The arrow indicates the direction of travel of the five users. 
 
Figure 6.15 Region of Interest (ROI) – Scenario 6. 
 
Figure 6.16 Macroscopic Fading Plot - Scenario 6. 
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Table 6.7 outlines the individual User’s Overall Satisfaction Score (UOSS) computed 
from simulating Scenario 6. 












User’s R.M.S Satisfaction Score 
rmsUSS  
49.67 25.01 92.69 39.95 43.49 
User’s Peak Satisfaction Score 
peakUSS  
89.435 56.65 171.74 65.21 74.34 







1.80 2.26 1.85 1.63 1.70 
 
Calculating the SFOM for all users, using (7) and (8) gives 21.1=CFSFOM  and 
85.1=avgSFOM  
A comparative analysis of Scenario 5 and Scenario 6 will be made later in this chapter. 
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6.3 Summary of Results 
It is common practice to represent the Crest factor, which is a ratio of two terms, in units 
of decibels (dB). The minimum possible Crest Factor is 1 or 0 dB. A 0 dB value for SFOM would 
only be possible if the Root Mean Square (RMS) value is equal to the peak value of the User’s 
Overall Satisfaction Score dataset. This means that there are no major drastic drops in user 
satisfaction relative to the peak values achieved. Table 6.8 below gives a summary of the number 
of assets used and the Single Figure of Merit computed for all the scenarios under study. 
Table 6.8 Summary of Results. 
 
No. of Assets 
CFSFOM  avgSFOM  
eNodeBs Radio Antennas 
Scenario 1 
Linear layout of eNodeBs,  
Trainload Walking Model 
(UEs moving together as a group from 
one point to another along a known 
path) 
3 9 1.26 (1.016 dB) 3.10 
Scenario 2 
Linear  layout + 2 Additional eNodeBs,  
Trainload Walking Model 
(UEs moving together as a group from 
one point to another along a known 
path) 
5 5 1.23 (0.90 dB) 3.14 
Scenario 3 
Hexagonal layout of eNodeBs,  
Starburst Walking Model 
(UEs moving away from a central point 
along a known path) 
7 21 1.10 (0.43 dB) 1.98 
Scenario 4 
Linear layout of eNodeBs, 
Starburst Walking Model 
(UEs moving away from a central point 
along a known path) 
3 9 1.07 (0.29 dB) 1.80 
Scenario 5 
Hexagonal layout of eNodeBs, 
Starburst Walking Model (Random) 
(UEs moving away from a central point 
in independent random directions) 
7 21 1.19 (0.76 dB) 1.83 
Scenario 6 
Linear layout of eNodeBs, 
Starburst Walking Model (Random)  
(UEs moving away from a central point 
in independent random directions) 
3 9 1.21 (0.82 dB) 1.85 
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6.3.1 Discussion of Results 
The following subsections discuss the results shown in Table 6.8 in further detail. 
6.3.1.1 Scenario 1 vs. 2 
In comparing Scenario 1 (three eNodeBs) and Scenario 2 (five eNodeBs), the major 
difference in the network layout is the use of two additional eNodeBs locations available in 
Scenario 2, but with a reduced number of antennas deployed on each eNodeB.  
Results show that the SFOM calculated for Scenario 2 has improved from 1.016 dB to 
0.90 dB, due to fact that a persistently improved overall spectral coverage efficiency is now being 
offered. If the averaging approach is used for consolidating the results from user’s satisfaction 
scores, the figures obtained also demonstrate this improvement from 3.10 to 3.14.  
An improvement to the spectral efficiency allows an enhancement to the ratio of the 
number of users present in each cell during a particular simulation interval, thereby offering users 
more bandwidth. The availability of bandwidth translates to more resource blocks being available 
for allocation to each user, resulting in improved user satisfaction. These results essentially 
conform to the sanity check, showing that the introduction of additional eNodeBs and the use of 
selective antenna orientation give better coverage to mobile users and improves the user’s 
satisfaction, thus giving an improved SFOM. This also suggests to network carriers that when the 
mobility path is known, such a method can be exploited to deliver an improved user QoE even 
while reducing the number of expensive antenna assets in use from nine antennas to only five 
antennas. 
6.3.1.2 Scenario 3 vs. 4 
Scenario 3 and Scenario 4 compare the two different network layout situations while 
multiple users execute the Starburst Walking Model. In Scenario 3, the network layout is the 
hexagonal seven eNodeB network (21 antennas). And Scenario 4 commissions only three eNodeB 
(nine antennas) in a linear arrangement.  
The SFOM calculated for Scenario 4 has improved from 0.43 dB to 0.29 dB, as it 
effectively emphasises delivering radio coverage along the known paths. When the averaging 
approach is used to calculate the SFOM, the figures show deterioration, going from 1.98 to 1.80. 
This means that the averaging approach is not accurately reporting the user’s experience. 
Isolating the neighbouring interferers boosted the coverage area, resulting in improved 
user satisfaction. This suggests to network planners that when the mobility path is known for 
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people executing the Starburst Walking Model, e.g., people leaving a sporting arena along known 
paths, reducing the number of interfering neighbouring eNodeBs from seven eNodeBs to only 
three can deliver an improved user QoE. This also provides considerable cost savings for the 
carrier, as the number of expensive antennas needed has been reduced from 21 to only nine. 
6.3.1.3 Scenario 5 vs 6 
Scenario 5 and Scenario 6 reconstruct the situation illustrated by Scenario 3 and Scenario 
4, with the exception that now the paths traversed by the multiple users are entirely random, rather 
than pre-determined. In Scenario 5, the network layout is the hexagonal seven eNodeB network 
(21 antennas). And Scenario 6 utilizes only three eNodeBs (nine antennas) in a linear array 
We observe that the SFOM calculated for Scenario 6 is of poorer quality since spectral 
efficiency was inferior along the direction of the user’s travel. The results match the typical 
random walk simulations which usually predict that more antennas will provide better 
performance. The value of SFOM decreases from 0.76 dB to 0.82 dB. When the averaging 
approach is used for calculating the SFOM, the result reports the opposite. This confirms the 
conclusion that the averaging approach is not a suitable choice when network assets are reduced. 
Scenario 5 and 6 show that when users have random walking behaviour, more available 
antennas provide better performance. Using a random walking model, it is not possible to reduce 
equipment and improve performance. This is in contrast to Scenarios 1 and 2, and 3 and 4, in 
which the user’s fixed path made it possible to reduce equipment and improve performance. 
However, it might be worthwhile to note that although the value of SFOM did not show 
any improvement, the result was not altogether bad. The modified network in Scenario 6 does in 
fact present huge cost savings when compared to Scenario 5. The number of eNodeBs deployed 
was reduced from seven to only three. And the number of costly antennas needed was reduced 
from 21, to only nine. 
6.4 Conclusion 
Making use of the methodology proposed in this thesis, the network planner can now 
calculate a SFOM for any network deployment situation, whether it be pre-defined or random 
routes and then vary parameters, such as the number of LTE base stations, the number of antennas 
on each base station, antenna vector orientation, antenna down-tilt, or power being supplied to the 
antennas, and then observe the resulting SFOM to determine if the change was beneficial. The 
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principal advantage of the methodology is that it enables alternative network topologies to be 
compared, assisting in the decision-making process for radio network planning. 
The novel SFOM approach clearly shows that the walking model used can greatly affect 
the outcome of a simulation.  If the walking model has a fixed route, then it is possible to reduce 
the network assets and improve performance.  If the walking model is random, then this is not the 
case. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
The literature search showed that the technical measure of quality, QoS, must be mapped 
onto user satisfaction, QoE, in order to properly evaluate whether a user is satisfied with a service, 
will pay the carrier’s preferred fees, and will continue to do business with the carrier. The 
methods commonly used are based on homogeneous transmission environments which do not 
have the significant changes in transmission properties found in real mobile environments.  
This led to a key research question that this thesis aims to answer: is it possible to 
construct a QoS-based Single Figure of Merit (SFOM) that measures the user’s satisfaction for an 
entire journey in a non-homogeneous wireless environment? Note that this question examines the 
technical possibilities and does not enter the realm of psychometric evaluations. Once the 
technical questions have been answered in the affirmative, it is then the future work of 
psychometric experts to see if the technical measurements match the opinions and decisions made 
by real users. 
Based on the technical QoS parameters, the new and novel method of calculating the 
user’s QoE outlined here makes use of a minimal set of metrics (described in Section 5.3 and 
Section 5.4) as compared to the ones defined by a variety of standards discussed in Section 3.3. 
Earlier user’s satisfaction scores presented only instantaneous results, that is, in that network 
situation at that particular time. This approach was extended to accumulate results for not only the 
entire journey of a single user but also to encompass multiple journeys of multiple users. 
Obtaining a Single Figure of Merit (SFOM), using the Crest Factor approach works 
correctly for multiple mobile users as they travel along different routes, such as a linear routes, for 
example a train or freeway path, or complex routes, such as people leaving a large gathering like a 
sports arena. It is not economically efficient to deploy eNodeBs along major freeways and train 
routes where there is not much geographical coverage needed other than the high traffic path. Our 
method enables a network planner to make use of simulations to optimize their assets along 
regions of high mobile traffic in order to achieve maximum user satisfaction at minimum cost. 
The optimization offered by our approach saves significant time, effort and costs. Simulations that 
use the traditional random walking models would not be able to capture these savings. 
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Experimental results showed that a Crest Factor-based QoS shows promise for premium 
services, where users expect excellent performance. In such services, the user is unwilling to 
tolerate poor performance and even brief periods of poor performance are remembered. 
Further, results indicate that the averaging approach is not the appropriate method for 
consolidating the results of multiple users’ satisfaction scores. It was also observed that by 
introducing additional eNodeB sites, using selective antenna orientation and reducing the number 
of antenna assets resulted in the reduction of capital costs and an improved SFOM, which 
translates to an enhanced experience for the mobile users. 
This work, which supplements the open-source Matlab-based LTE System Level 
Simulator in terms of its practicality, was the basis of the following IEEE conference paper: 
M. W. Baig and P. J. Radcliffe, “Pragmatic Network 
Layouts in 3GPP LTE”, 2010 2nd International Conference on 
Information and Multimedia Technology (ICIMT 2010) [84] 
Making use of the improved functional ability of the simulator, the new and novel 
methodology which facilitates comparing alternative network topologies in a LTE environment 
was published at the following IEEE Conference: 
M. W. Baig and P. J. Radcliffe, “Assigning a Single 
Figure of Merit (SFOM) to a Specified Path in a LTE Network”, 
2011 International Conference on Information and Computer 
Networks (ICICN 2011) [93] 
7.1 Future Work 
The work in this thesis is one step along the path to a system that automatically optimises 
system assets. Such a system would minimize effort for a network planner and significantly 
reduce the time required to develop an optimum system. For a given route, such a system would 
automatically select the optimum antenna angles and elevations and the optimum location of 
eNodeBs. Another substantial future contribution would be to minimise the simulation running 
time by pre-generating micro-scale and macro-scale fading plots only for the particular path of 
interest and then calculating the user’s satisfaction score at each point along the path of interest. 
With the pre-generated data at hand, a Single Figure of Merit could be determined instantly, thus 
reducing the time required to run the complete simulation. 
Recently a new version of the open-source Matlab-based System Level LTE Simulator 
was released by its authors. There are many improvements, such as 3D antenna patterns and the 
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ability to make use of mechanical and electrical antenna down-tilts. This added functionality can 
also help in forming an antenna beam over a particular area of interest. 
This thesis has shown it is technically feasible to calculate a QoS-based SFOM for 
multiple users for the duration of a complete trip. It has also been argued that this measure should 
map well onto user QoE, but proving this mapping is beyond the scope of this thesis. It is hoped 
that psychometric experts will further investigate the relationship between the QoS we have 
proposed and measured user QoE. If such a mapping does exist, then it will strongly support the 
conclusion that all LTE simulators should use the SFOM algorithms developed in this thesis. 
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Appendix A 
Pragmatic Network Layouts in 3GPP LTE 
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Appendix B 
Assigning a Single Figure of Merit (SFOM) to a Specified Path in a LTE Network 
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